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Foreword / Avant-Propos

This issue contains contributions on a variety of topics and regions but this can
be achieved only through a continuing flow of manuscripts submitted to the
journal. I would like to encourage all climatologists to consider Climmological
Bulletin as a potential outlet for their work. This certainly includes the area of

ocean<.limatc interactions.

Submission~

for the News and Comments section are

always welcome 100.
Dans ce numero sc regroupcnt des articles

varie.~

provenant de diverses regions.

Une Ielle situmion sc produit seulement dun taux asscz cleve de. soumission de
manuscrils. J'aimerais encourager toutte) climatologue a oonsidcrcr Ie Bulletin
c1imatologique pour la pUblication de ses recherches, y compris surcment Ie
domaine du lien ocean-climal. Le Bulletin aceueil cgalement des nouvelles et des
commentaires.
Alec Paul
Editor! Redaclellr en d/(!j
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Rainfall Distribution During Extended
Periods in Mid-Summer in
Southwestern Ontario
'lien Sribimawutil
D. M. Brown 2

and
W Q H oggl

[Original manuscript received 7 J une 1991;

in revised form 20 July 19921
AB$TRACT

'mi:; slUdy was condUl.'tcd 10 assess the feasibility of combining gauge data and weather
radar images to estimate areal distribution of accumulated rainfall during extended
periods of lhe growing season. Two mid-summer periods in soulhwestCnl Ontario were

studied in lhe (ollowing manner. First, minfall estimates from radar image pixtls
surrounding Ihe gaugt: sites were rel:lICt'1 to gauge measured amounts. These relationship~
were used to correct rudur image rainfall for comparison with isohYCL ma ps dr.twn using
gauge totals. Visual comparisons of Ihe paired maps indicated that the picture of areal
minfall distribution dming extended periods would be much improved using corrected
radar imuges. However, it is apparcntthat a denser network of gauges would be rH.-ed~ to
provide the funcliOllal relationships between radar and gauge rainfall based on
comp..1tisons in a four-county area of the region used in this stud y.

Ceu e elUde a evaluc la possibilite de combiner les donnees pluviomclriqucs et 1cs images

radar rn~teorologiqucs dans Ie bUI d'estimcr In distribution spaliale des pluies accurnull:es
durantles periodes de la suison croisslIntl.' prolollg~e. Deul( periodcs qui ont eu lieu en miet~ dans Ie sud-ouest Onwien ont tie etudi&s d~ la man iere suivante. On a d'abonl
utilise les pixels dimage rlId~ r pour estimer Ics hauteurs de pluie environnnnt les sites des
pluviomclres et on a compare ces valcurs 11 ccllc.~ mcsur~cs par 11.':1 pluviomctrl.':l. l.cs
rellllio(ls ainsi obtenues onl pcnllis de corriger les hauteurs de plllie calcull:es II nartir des
images radar, hauteurs qui SOnl alors oomp~lrCcs aux carlc~ d'isohyttes Iracies Apllrtir des
101auI( pluviom6riques. Lcs compamisons quan! a I'apparenc!.' visucJ1c dl'S p:urcs de

I
~

Ag~'IlCY for the AS.>Cssmcnt and ArPtiC~ljon oflechnotogy, Wealhcr ModilicnUon 'Iechnicnl Unit,
Jakarta, IndonCSla.
L.and RC.;oUTCC Science, University of Gucl)lll, Ontario Agricullur;d CoJ.!rge, Guelph. Oll11ltiu,

CUnada, N1G 2WI
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J AtmOSpheric

Down~vkw,

OntariO, Canad<l
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carles nous Ont indiqu~ qut: I'apparencc de la distribution dcs hauteurs de pluic durant les
periodes prolongecs cst meilleure IOTsque I'on utilise les donnees radar CQrrigees. 10Ulefois,
en se basant sur des comparaisons tnglooont l'etendue de quatre cOlites faisam partie dc
13 region a l'ttudc, il C!.111pparent qu ~l faudrait lin reseau rlus dense de pluviornetres pour
fournir la relation fonctionelle entre Ics hautcurs de pri'Cipitations determinres a I'aide du
radar et celles obtenues par des pluviomhrcs.
I.

IN'(I(ODUCTION

Knowledge of the areal distribution of rainfall amounts during the growing
season in agriculluml regions is important for crop assessmcnI, irrigation
planning and water management. Conventionally, areal distribution of rainfall is
estimated by inlcrpolating between the rain gauges in a nctwork. Even though
raingauges provide adequate measurement of rainfall at specific sites, it is
difficult to determine the areal e.·<tent of many rainfall evcnlS due to the
sparseness of most gauge networks. This is particularly the case for convective
rainfall events that occur more frequent ly during summer in the high and midlatitudes and in the tropics (Jackson, 1977 and Raddatz, 1987). By contrast,
weather radar images provide reasonable pictures of the areal distribution of
rainfall by measuring the volume of rain-si7.e droplets in rain-prod ucing clouds,
but do not estimate the amounl Ihat actually rcaches thc surface as accurately as
gauges.
According to Gorrie and Kouwen (1977), there are several
advantages in using radar to mcasure precipitation: the areal nature of the data;
UtC high resolution; the capability of assessing rainfall in remote areas; the high
frequency of data recording; and the high volume transmission of the data.
Allhough radar is capable of portraying minfall distribution
continuously in space and time (Wilson, 1976), its usc for quantifying
precipitation has been limited (Kouwen, 1988). This is mainly due to the frequent
disagreement between radar estimate... and gauge mea~urcments. Thcrc arc many
reasons for this, including sampli ng height and droplet size distribution (Hill, el
01., 198 1t horizontal wind effects, evaporation, beam blockage, rain-rate
gradients, vertical air motion, beam atl.enuation (Doviak and Zrnie, 1984),
terrain echoes and anomalous propflgation (Wilson, 1976), and beam mling
problems (Wood Icy el 01. 1975). Even raingauges have limitations, but remain
the standard technique for point rainfall mea~urcments (Barnston and T homas,
1983). Considering the advantages and disadvantages of these two kinds of
measuremenls, it would be advantageous to make use of both to generate a
better picture of areal rainfall distri bution for periods of interesl.
The purpose of this study is to determine if it is feasib le to depict
the accumulated areal rdinfaU distribution during the growing St:a>;OTl using a
combination of radar data and a sparse mingauge network. Although other
studies of this nature have been conducted for single rainfall events not related to
dry periods (Austin, 1987; Rarnston and T homas, 1983; Brandes, 1975;
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Hildcbmnd el al. 1979; Hill el at. 198 1; Wood ley e l al. 1975), this appears to be
the [irsl study for cxtcndcd periods requiring accumulation of radar data for
several rainfall events. Two rain gauge networks a nd radar map archives for
southwestern Ontario were used in this study.
~TU DY

AREA AND DATA

The weather rada r facility located near Exeter (43 0 22'N and 870 23'W) in southwestern Ontario and rain gauges within 150 km of this site (Fig. I) provided the
data for the analyses of rainfa ll distribution during two extended periods of

•

tAKE HURON

• •• •
•

••

LAICE ERIE
AES fhl"fMJ1Jt

• OMAF A.ln",ll9"

•.
FIGURE I. Study area in southwestern Ontario mowing location of
gauges and the Exeter radar facility.

T. SribimaWGli el af.

I

Rainfall in SOlllhwestem Onfario

A. ~.S.

and o.M .A.F. r<lin
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the growing season. The characleristics of the radar facility at Exeter are provided in detail by Hogg ( 1978) and summarized by Sribimawati (1989). It has a
wavelength of 5.34 em and the beam width is 1.080 • Rainfalls measured in three
types of gauges were used in tilis study - the standard and "tipping-bucker'
gauges used in the AES network and the wedge-shaped open lOp gauge used by
the SCIAO· volunteers. T he area, surrounded by the l{MICr Great Lakes, has a
change in altitudc (rom about 175m above mean sea level at lake level ill the
south and west to over 500m in the nortbeaslern part of the region. It has a
modified continental cool, humid climate (Hare & Thomas, 1974) influenced by
the lakes on three sides. The growing season starts in early to mid-April and ends
in late October or early November. The mean annual precipitation ranges from
7 10 mm west of Toronto to 1060 mm west of the highest uplands. This
difference is mainly due to the extra snowfall received in areas to the lee of Lake
Huron. TIle mean precipitation during the growing season is more uniform
averaging 70 to 80 mm per month (Brown el of. 1968). Dry periods do occur in
some parL~ of the area with fairly regular frcquency (Brown and Wyllie, 1984).
The extended periods selected fOf this study were July 12 to August 17, 1984 and
July 17 to August 17, 1985. Rainfall was accumulated in each of the periods for
89 Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) gauge sites in thc area (Fig. I) and
from radar images stored on magnetic tape using a computer program developed
lor the purpose (Hogg, 1978). This progmm provides mdar estimated rainfall in
a grid pattern for 4 km 2 pixels over the whole area and uses the Marshall-Palmer
relationship (ReOectivity = 200 Rainratel.6) to convert constant altitude
I"cOcetivity measurements into rainratc estimates (Battan, 1973).
METHO IJ OF ANA LY SIS

First Ule radar estimated average rainfall for the nine pixels surrounding each of
the 89 ga uge sites were correlated with gauge rainfall. A relationship for each
study period was determined and used to correct gray-scale maps prepared from
accumulated radar rainfall in the 4 km 2 pixels. In the correlation/ regression
analyses between the two sets of rainfall data, variables for distance from the site
of the radar facility and altitude of the gauge site were also considered, but
fo und not to be significant. The STATGRAPHICS statistical software package
was used to analyzc the data with the stepwise variable selection procedure.
Tbc areal distribution of rainfall for each period was mapped using
a subjective approach for the 89 min gauge sites and the corrected gray-scale
maps of radar rainfall using the results of the regression analyses. Both sets of
maps were compared visually.
A secondary rain gauge network (OMAF/SCIAO)I for a fOUI
county area in the southern part o f Ule region (outlined by hcavy lines in Fig I)
was used 1O supplcmcnllhe AES network in this area for the 1985 period
• See footnote no.. I.
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Fn:qm:m;y of occurrenoc of rainfall atnoUIlL~. as recorded by gauges and by radar
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gauge site), accumulated from July 17 to August 17, 1985.

minfall . T he areal rainfa ll distribution based on this denser gaub>e network was
compared wilh lhe corrected mdar rainfall by overlaying the two maps.
RESULTS AND DI SCUSSION

Gauge t'ainfall accumulations for the 89 sites ranged from 10 to 142 mm wilh a

OMi\F/SC IAO g~uges arc open-lopped and lI't:dgc-shaped. These are used by mem bers of county
Soil and Crop Improvement Associations of Ontario (5ClAO) who volunlllrily provide daily
rain rail data 10 the ~n1y Offil't' of the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food (OMAF) for
publication.
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mean of 53 mm for the 37-day period in 1984 and from 11 to 157 (mean 56 mOl)
for the 32-day period in 1985, whereas radar accumulations (avemge for nine
pixels) for the same siles ranged from 5 to 73 mm in both years. The frequency
distribution for both sets of data showed a significant positive skewness as shown
for the 1985 gauge and radar data in Fig. 2. The 'oormal' rainfall amount in this
region would be -=90 mm for the 37-day dry period in 1984 and =80 mm for tbe

32-day period in 1985.
Regression analyses relati ng radar rainfall to gauge rainfall, altitude
of the gauge site, and distance from the radar indicated that neither altitude nor
distance were !1ignifieant (5% error level). Consequently. a simple regression of
radar versus gauge rainfall, with a zero intercept assumed, showed radar rainfall
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H(iURE 4. !!1us(ralion of the magnitude and dislrihl,llioll of dcp.1.rlurt$ (residuals) From the linc:ar
!'l:lI)"t'!lsion of rnduf vs gauge rainFall (Fig.3) (Of lite sllIdy area in southwestem Ontario in 1985,

fmm the scll ns al the 1.5 km CAPPI (Constant Altitude Phm Position Indicator)
he-ight to be about 45% of that measured in gauges in 1984 and 38% in 1985,
The relationship lor 1985 is shown in Fig. 3.
An analysis of the residuals based on !he errors f mm the regression

relationships indicated no significant di fferences. However, when residuals were
mapped (Fig.4) there appeared to be 11 tendency for the residuals to increase with
di~ tance from the radar site (Sribimawmi, \989) a.~ fou nd by /-Iogg, 1978, and to
be positive wit h increase in elevation of the land from radar site anu negative

with decrease in elevation (f.·ig.4).
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CAPP I radar im~ .

In order to compare the radar generated rainfall maps with the
gauge -based maps it was necessary to correel the radar rainfall isohycis. Tlus

was done by us.ing a mUltiplier of 2.22 in 1984 and 2.62 in 1985, based on lhe
regression analyses. Comp,uisons Of the IWO sets of maps showed U13i cells of
e.xtrcmc rainfall appeared on the radar-generated maps IIlal were not found on
the AES gauge maps duc to the sparsity of rain gauges. For example, the two
cells of rainfal l greater than 105 mm soulh and southwest of London appear on
the radar-generated map (Fig. 5) for 1985, but do not appear on thc AES gauge
network. map. Other cells were displaced slightly on the radar maps and / or
reshaped from their original "cell" location as subjectively drawn using the gauge
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In m

G,u w~

R,lnfaU, JulV 17, . · AUWl.ltt 11, 1985

Norm. 1 Rainhtl1 .. 80mm
0;" .

FIGURE 6. AcrumuLmcd lainfa!1 f{)f the period of JlILy 17 k! AlIgliSI 17, 1985 sl)(1Wing Ule
estimated distribution ovtnolllhwcstcm Ontario, ba.<.e:d ol1 lhc A,E.S. gauge netwl'lli(.

rainfall totals. For exampk, the cell with > 105 mm ncar Simcoe (Fig. 5) is south
of Simcoe and was extended south and cast to Lake Erie when isohyets were
draw n ( Fig. 6) based 011 the AES gauge sites data. Also, the laq,'C d ry cell
«50mm) that was drawn to cover a large area of four counties from northwest
of London to southeast
Hamilton on the gauge map (Fig. 6) appears as two
small cells south and west of Guelph on the radar map (Fig. 5). lltis illustrates
thai a rain gaugc network cannol capture the true spatial variability of growing
season rainfal1lolals for a region as discussed by Huff and Shipp, 1968 and
Rudd, 1961 .
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FIGURE 7. G,;t;ma!cd Jill)' 17 to Augml 17. 1985 rJ;nfall disuibution ba5<:d on A.E.S. and
O.M.AE gaugc~ c<)Il\parcU ttl r.mar image dala f(,r u four-cOllnly IITfll pillS north Kent in the st ud),
\\·,sion.

T he displat"emem of the extreme rainfall amounts 011 the radar
maps resulted in large residuals (deviations from regression li ne) fo r sites where
the displacement was the largest (Fig. 4). 'nlis emphasi7..es the need for use of the
synoptic situHtion fOf each rainfa ll CVl':nt so thai wind speed and dire-etion can be
considered when providing ground level precipitation from radar images.
-n le four-coullty area, where a denser network of gauge.<; (AES plus
OMA F/ SC IAOI) was used to draw isohyels for 1985 rainfall, is compared with
the corrected mdar mal> (Fig. 7) using the overlay technique. Pari of Kent
county north and cast of Chatham is included with the four county area to depict
the cells with > ISO mm, all hough (hen:: were only four AE.S. rain gauge sites in
thiS paft of Kent (Fig. I), One of the rain gau&>es in somh west Elgin and one ill
Kenl recorded over 150 mm, bUlthe gauge in Chatham and the onl! in
northwest Kcnt did nOt record ovcr 150 mm as indicatcd by the radar data. This
dilTerence may have becn due to anomaitlus propagation in the radar echoes 01'
error due to large residuals in thc originall'cgl''Cssion relationship thut only
accounted for 53% of the varia!l(:c. In most cast'.s the mdar facility !,'Cneratcd the
vic.inity of extremc rainfall ()ccurrcnces fairly well. Some cells \VCn:: isolated by
1he radar that were not recorded by gauges, Thc cells drawn bascd 011 gauge data
were usually larger than those isolatL'd by mdar in the same vicinity. 1n a fl:w
cases a raill gauge. isolated cells with more rainfall than shown by radar.
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CONC LUSIONS

The picture of areal distribution of rainfa ll during cxtended time periods of the
growing season could be improved by using accumulated CAP PI radar images
in conjunction with gauge data. It is possible that functi onal relationships
between point radl1r and gauge data will be required for each rainfall event so
that synoptic conditions can be included in the relationship based on the
displacement of the cells of c.xtreme rainfall in the last figure. Weighting factors
that consider distance from the radar and geographic cffccts may also improve
the relationship between gauge and radar rainfall amounts.
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17rom an

anaJysi~

of Arclicsea-ice concentration, sea-level pressure, runoff and 5.1111l1ty

data collected duri ng the 1980s, it i~ found that large sea-ice extents and low salinities
observed in the Greenland-Iceland Sea during the jll\C 198& can tx: attributed to prior

high runoffs LnLO the Beaufort Sen in the mid- 1980s. We refer to 5uch ocean climate
rrc.~henjng events in the Greenland-Iceland Sea a~ 'Greal lee and Salinity Anomalies' or
G ISAs. A Jaggt:rl cross-.corrclalion study of 36 years of low-pass fihen=d areal sea-icc
cxtcrll anomali es from various su brcgions of Ibe central Arctic Basill and GrccnlandIceland Sel\. indicates that both posi tive ~md negative icc anomalics tcnd 10 propngatc from
the Beaufort Sell through to thc Greenland- Iceland Sea via the Beaufort Gyre and the
Transpolar Drift Stream, This behaviou r of the sea-icc fluctuations is consistcnt with the
in tcrdccad:\I Aretic climate cycle rece nUy proposed by Mysak. Ma nak and Marsdcn
( 1990). A study of lagged cross-correlUlions of low-passed filtered i<:e data from
SUbregions covering the whole Arctic and its marginal sca:; revcals a compll:)( icc anomaly
d rifl pattcrn which, howeve r, has a number of si milarities wi th thaI fCCt.'ntly obta inC'd by
Chapman and Walsh from an analysis of monthly ice anomalics. A discussion is also
given of the possible connections between Ihc dC(:~idlll-scaJc G ISAs a nd [ower latitude
imcnJecadai climate variations.

Unc analyse des dOllnees rceueillies dm"anl Ics ann~ 80 sur la conoent rat ion de glace
dnns l'oceatl Arctique. la pression all lliVC3U UC 1(1 mer; I'ecolilemcnt des caux el [(I salinite
linus rtvclc qoe les VdSlc (:tcndues de gl ace ct les faibles utO); de stllinile obgecvCs:\ la fin
des Illlllees gO dans la mer do Grol.'lanu Islandt peuvent dl:pendre de la quantile d'eau
douce qui s'cst deversec dans la mer de Beaufort au mi lieu des annees SO. NOllS parlons de

I Telephone: 514 398 3759: Fall: 5143986115
Present affiliation: Bureau of Me1eorology Rtl;('Urch Cen1re,
JOOI. AuslJalia
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celtt: phiock' de rcsHiuration (\u ffiilic:u octaniquo:. comme l'cpoque

~d'imrort<ln lt's

anomalies dc glace el de salinile (G ISA-Grcat Ice and Salinity Anomalyf . Unc etude des
corrl:ll1lives croisees par intervallcs sur une .,eriodr de 36 ans des ctendm.'$ anormales de
la glace de mer dc divcrses sous-rtgions de la mer du Gmcnland- Islande, soumiscs a un
fil tre:\ basse frequenec, demonlre qu 'dl~, aussi bien positives que negatives, on lCnuance
a cireuler do:. la mer de Heaufort vers III mer du Groenland-Islande suus I'actinn dc..~
cour.iIlts dans la mer de BeaufQrt et du courant de derive 1ranspolaire. Ce genl'l! UI!
variation de III masse gJaciaire e)t compatible avec Ie cycle climatiquc inh.:rd&-cnnal de
l'Arctique propose par Mysak_ Manak ct Marsden. Une elude dCSloorrtlativ(.'S croisees par
lnter\'alles dt:s donnl:es sur les etcnducs dc glare. s(lumises a un rlitre :\ ba.>!;C fJiqucnce
cffcctuce dalls des sous-r~gions cnglohunt l'Arctique et les men; avoi~i n anles rev/;!t:
I'existence d'un syslcme complexe de derivc d'a nomlilics de glace. l oolerois, l'C modele
posstde des caracleristiques semblablcs. II celui quont obtenu rCcemment, dans leur
analyse liC'S a[lOlllalics de glace mL'1lsueJ1es, Chapman ct Walsh. NollS ~t udicrons
~ga lcntcnt des liens qui pcuvenl exister en tre Its varimions dc GIS" eakul~cs sur une
d&:enll ie tiles variations c1imatiquc~ interdl:tennalcs ohscrYCcs aux faiblcs hllitude~.
I.

lNTH OD Ui.;I'ION

In a recent paper, Mysak el 01. (1990, hereafter referred to as M) proposed tbat
decadal-sc:t1c nuctuations of sea-ice extent in the Greenland-Ice land Sea may be
linked to a certain sequence of high-latitude hydrological, oceanic and
atmospheric processes in the form of a multi-<omponcnt feedback loop (Kcllogg
1983). Fig. ' shows a modifiC<J (and simplilied) form of this loop. which was also
used as the basis of a Boolean Delay Equation model of interdecadal Arctic
climate variability (Darby and Mysak 1992), Because the loop is nega tive or
reversing, it can, in the absence of other strongly damping factors. give risc to
self-sustained climatic oscillations in the Arctic with an estimated period (the
time to go around the loop twice) of 15-20 years. For example, the loop implies,
among other things, thaI in northern Canada, !.here can be alternating slates of
heavy and light runoff, which arc followed a few yeafS laler by corresponding
stales of suppressed convection and convective overturning in the Iceland Sca.
We define here the Iceland Sea as the region between Jan Mayen Island (7 1° N,
go W - see Fig. 2a) and Iceland. The Greenland Sea, on the olher hand, is the
region between Jan Maycn and Fram Strait. We shall refer to the t wo regions
collectively as Ihe Greenland-k eland Sea. In M (and also Mys.u k and Power
199 1) however, the Greenland-Iceland Sea was simply called the Greenland Sca.
The 'Great Salinity Anomaly' Or GSA (Dickson ellli. 1988), a
freshening of the North Atlantic subpolar gyre in the late 1960s and 1970s which
suppressed convection in the Iceland Sea for several years, was incorporated into
the aforementioned feedback loop by M, who argued Ihat it could have been
partly formed by large runoffs into the western Arctic during the mid- t960s (sec
Fig. 17 in M). ·fnerefore. M proposed that the GSA could be regarded as a
cyclic event , part and parcel of a sequcuce of large-scale air-ice-sea interactions
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I't{;l)n[ J N~lIatll't: (or rcversinsJ fcedb;u;lr;: loop linking nor!tlern Canadian river mnolY, Arc!ic setI it'e tltll!Ol, Grecnland-lcel:md S~a ice atent, and ~allllity, cunvl'<-1ion and cycloJ!:erw.;is ~fO\lod
Iceland. ' nli~ is a mn..hrlCd (and simplified) version of the len<ompontnt loop originally prupoliCU by
MflIIk eJ nl, (1990) to aCCount ror intcrde<:adal Arctic climate Q5cilllltioos wilh a period of about 1520 yeal,):.

in the Arctic. On the basis of this conceptual model, M also gave evidence of lhe
occurrence of earlier GSA-like events duri ng this cent ury, It was also pred icted
by M that another GSA-like evcnt would have occurred in the G reenlandIceland Sea in the lnte 1980s.
Mysak and Power (1 99 1) showed that consistent with the ahove
prediction. large sea-ice extents did indeed occur in the Greenland-Iceland Sea
during February 1987 and 1988. (They also found that over a period of several
dec,ldcs, n uctuations of North American runoff intO the Arctic significantly lead
the iee a nnmaiies in the Greenland-Iceland Sea by 3-5 years.) Coi ncident with thc
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Subregions of the Arctic OceU[l nnll marginal seas "sed in Ihe lagg..'11 cn;m,...:orrcl&tion
low-pa.o;s filtered areal sea-K.'C oneill anumalics derivrd from monthly sea-ice concentration
(SIC) datil. for th~ period 1953--88. The dashed ClIl've denutes the 200 In isobath,
an:lly~is

(If

occurrence oCthe icc anomalies during the laic 1980s was the reduction of
convection in the Greenland Sea (Rudels ('I al. 1989; Schlosser ('/ a/. 199 1) and
the appearance of upper-ocean low salinity water there during February and
March 1989 (OSP Group 1990). If the latter freshwater anomaly advectcd
south ward into the Iceland Sea and suppressed conv(..'ction there, then taken
together, these features suggest that a moderately-sized GSA-type event occurred
in the Iceland Sea in the lale 1980s. As in the case of the latc 1960s GSA , tilt:
large Greenland-Iceland Sea ice anomalies in the latc 1980s appeared to have
advected into the Labrador Sea (see Fig. 7 in C hapman and Walsh 1992) and
therefore contributed to the f..'"Xtrcme1y heavy icc conditions and cooler air
temperatures along the coast of Newfoundland in May 1991 for example (Globe
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lind Mail, 31 May 1991). (It has also been proposed by 1. Elliot (pers. comlll.
1991) that such large ice anomalie.<> could be partly due to a nomalous offshore
winds which forced lhe coastal iee seaward.)
The main purpose of this paper is to present evidence which
indicates Ihat this last GSA-type eveot, which we shall call a GISA, an acronym
for 'Great Icc and Salinity Anomaly', may have also originated from large
runoffs into the westcrn An:tie during the mid-1980s. Howcver, the possible role
of anomalous regional surface. winds in creating the GISA is also examined.
Dickson et nl. ( 1975) and Walsh and Chapman ( 199Oa) (see also Serreze et aI,
1992) have argued, respectively, that anomalous winds over the Greenland Sea
and to the northwtst of Frarn Strait wtrt imporlant forcing factors in the
generation of thc late 1960s GSA.
A second purpose of Ihis paper is to present a lagged crosscorrelation analysis of 36 years of low-pass filtered sea-ice concentration data
from sevcral subregions of lhc Arctic and marginal sea~. The goal here is to show
that both positive and negative icc anomalies in the western Arctic propagate out
into the Greenland Sea and beyond with the mean ice drift. Also, the lowfrequency ice anomaly drift pattern for the whole Arctic and its marginal seas is
found and compared with that obtained by Chapman and Walsh (1991) who
used mo",My dMa from the US Navy/ NOAA J oinl Ice Center subregion....
Finally, lhe third purpose of this article i.~ to comment on the
possible connections between GISAs and lower latitude ioterdecadal climatic
fluctuations. Evidence accrued so far (see ror example re.fcn:nccs listed in Weavcr
el al. 1991) suggests that many Iypes of natural interdecadal fluct uations occur at
middle and high latitudes; thus it is conceivable that they could be triggered by
polar climatic variations on U)i.~ time scale. Alternatively, middle latitude
fluctuations could influence (e.g., amplify) the type of climate oscillations
described in M. A better understanding of these connections is particularly
relevant to one of the central problems associated with potcntial cnhanccd
greenhouse warming: how to separate natural climate. variation.~ on decadaltime
scales, which tend to be amplified in the north polar rcgion, from those dim<ltic
changes due to anthropogenic forcing which occur on the dccade-to-century time
scale.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 the data set~
that we have analYl..ed are described, and in section 3 a discussion is given of the
1980... GISA, which is also compared with the generation and evoili tion or the
GSA in the late 1960s, Also in seelion 3 some new insights arc givcn on Whllt
might havc caused the large 1960s runoffs into the Arctic, which partly
generated the GSA In sct1ion 4 we present a lagged cross-correlation analysis of
36 years of low-frequency areal sea-ice anomalies for various subregions of the
Arctic. Finally, in section 5 we sum,'cst how G 1SAs may be linked wilh lower
latitude intcrdecadal climate variability.
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2. 1)111:11

The sea-ice concentration (S IC) and sea-level pressure (SLP) data that arc
presented in the next two sections were kindly provided by John Walsh of the
University of lIlinois. The SIC data consist of end-of-Ihc-month concentrations in
tenths given on a square 1° X 1° (latitude) grid centred at lhe north pole, which
wa:; developed by Walsh and Johnson (1979). The positive x and y axes of this
grid arc along 200 Wand 700 E, respectively (see Fig. 2 in M). T he claw cover
the period 1953-88, but according to Chapman and Walsh (1991), the quality
prior to 1972 is less reliable because· then the data were derived from many
sources. After 1972 the routine monitoring of sea icc on the hemispheric scale
was made possible by polar-orbiting satellites whose pa.'>sive microwave sensor:;
had cloud penetraing capabilities, and accordingly, the data became much more
homogeneous. Maps of the annual mean and seasonal mean SIC fields for each
year during the period 1953-88 arc given in the 'quick look' atlas of Mysak and

Wang (1991).

From the monthly SIC dal.a, areal sea-icc c.xten! anomalies weTC
calculated as described in Mysak and Manak (1989) to remove the 36-year
climatological annual cycle. These anomalies were then subdivided to form areal
sea-icc anomaly lime series fo r each of the subregions shown in Fig. 2a, which
are similar to the US Navy/ NOAA Joint Ice Center standard subregions (see IOf
example Fig. 3 in Chapman and Walsh 1991). To focus on the low-frequency
variability of the ureal sea·ice extent anomalies, lhe time series for the subregions
were next low-pass filtered to remove all spcclml compotlent ~ with peri·ods
shorter than 30 mOOlhs (see Power and Mysak ( 1992) for details of the filtering
procedure). The res ulting smoothed areal sea-icc anomaly time series were llSed
in lhe eross-corrclation analysis in section 4. A set of these time series for the five
contiguous SUbregions 8 1to DI is shown in Fig. 2b. Note that the sequence of
subregions follows the icc drili pattern whieh leads to the export of sea icc Qui of
Ihe Arctic Ocean (through Pram Strait) via the Beaufort Gyre ( BG) and the
T.-anspolar Drift Stream (TDS) (sec Fig. 18b in M).
The month ly mean S LP dalll provided by Walsh originate from
NCAR and are given on a 5° X 5° latitude-longitude gri·d which covcrS most of
the Northern Hemisphere from January 1899 to January [988. However,
because of missing data in the Arctic prior to the 1950s and the limited record of
SICdala, only the data from 1953-87 were used in this paper. Maps of the
seasonal mean and annual mean SLP fields for each year ure displayed in the
'quick-look' atlas of Mysak and Wang (1991), who also included the SLP
anomaly fields (departures from the [953-87 climatology). For a furtJlcr
discussion of the SLP data, we refer the reader to Walsh and Cha pman (1990b)
who used Ihis data set to study short-term Arctic climate variability. The lowpass filtered SLI' data haw been anaIY7. l.'d by Power and Mysak (1992).
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3 . TH E 198 05 GREAT lei: AN D SALINITY ANOMALY (GI S" )

The large Greenland-Iceland Sea icc extents shown in Mysak and Power (1991)
for February 1987 and 1988 are abo clearly visible in the winter (the mean of
December, January and February) SIC maps for 1987 and 1988 (see pp. 152
and J55 in Mysak;md Wang (1991). A characteristic magnitude of the
associated lOw-pass fillered areal sea-ice anomalies in the late 1980s is 6 X 104
km 2 (see the DI time series in Fig. 2b) which, when multiplied by the typical icc
thickness for this region ( I m - sec Bourke and Garrell 1987). b>1veS a
chamcteriSlic ice volume anomaly magnitude of 60 km 3. If this 1980s GISA is an
integml part of the interdecadal cycle ilIustrdted in Fig. I, then conceivably, as in
the case of the GSA, it too could have been generated partly by large runofTs
into the western Arctic during the mid-I 980s.
Figure 3a shows thllt during 1984-86 the Mackenzie River
discharge Was indeed above average, a situation which presumably caused the
simultancOllS below-average salinitics on the Beaufort shelf to the north of the
Mackenzie delta (Fig. 3b) and also the positive areal sea-ice anomalies in the
western Arctic subregion BI (Fig. 3c). The runoff-icc cover relationsh.ip is
consistent with the findings of Manak and Mysak ( 1989) who showed , among
other things. that the Mackenzie River discharge is positively correlated with icc
extent on the l3caufort Sea shelf, with discharge leading by about one year. The
basic mechanism bclieveJ operative here is that rresher uppcr--ocean water
tesu!ting rrom higher runoff tends to freeze more easily and hencc produce more
sea icc the rollowi ng winter and spring. The ice anomaly in the Beaufort Sea has
a magnitude of about 3 X 1()4 km 2 (Fig. 3e), and since the ice thickness is
typically 2-3 ill here (Bourke and Garrett 1987). the corresponding icc volume
anomaly is 60-90 km3, which is comparable to that in the G reenland-Iceland
Sea, as estimated in the previous paragraph.
From Fig. Jc it is also inrercsting to note the large ice anomaly
peak in 1975, which is most likely due to the very high runofT (Fig, 3a) and low
shelf salinities (Fig. 3b) in 1974. On the other hand. the largely negative ice
anomalies during 1978-82 appear to have been cliused by the low runoffs and
high salinities which occurred at about thallime. Finally, in the earlier part of
the icc anomaly lime series in Fig. 3c, we observe the large positive anomalies
during 1964..fi7, which M proposed were caused by the anomalously large
runorfs rrom NOrlh America into the Aretic (Fig. 17 in M).
It is instructive at this point to compare particular annual mcan
S IC maps with corresponding SLP maps in order to determine. in a crude way,
the possible role of atmospheric forcing in creating the ice anomalies., ftrst in the
we~tern Arctic und then in the Greenland Sea a few years laler. Upon comparing
Figs. 4a and 4b, we first note tbat in the Be.mfar! Sea region the itt coverage
during 1985 was above average, which is consistent with Fig. 3c. Upon
comparing Fig.~. 4d and 4e we observe that during 1985 there was a high
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FI(;URI:. 4

a) Annual mean climmololO' uf sea-ICe COV<:I1IgC in the An:;tic Ocean an/! mllrginal ¥ilS

fiH 1953-88 (from My~:\k ~Ild Wang 19')1). r h~ centre ur th~ black b:md t\) the ('asl of Gm~nland,
,,"y, is regarded as Ille P'J, ilion of tile 'ice ~U&<" in the Grecnlun<J-lctJamj Sea. bJ As in 11) but for 1985
(ie, average lIlunthly SIC data for Jon. 1985 to Dc.::. 1985). e) As in b) but for 191\7. d) Ann ual

or

climatology (If sen-level pres.~urc (51 .1') field poleward or 4s o N ror 1953-87 (f"0111 Mysak and
W"n g 1Q911 Contour interVal is "1 IIlb e) Len. lIS in d) bUI for 1985. Rigkt, anoma ly field of the 1985
SLJ> sh{>Wfl (11 len c.'prcs5lXl as departures frl>lIl (he dirnalo\Q&y in d), ContOUr inLen'a] i~ I mo. f) As
in c) hUI fnr 1987.
ml'llll
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pressure anomaly cell oYer the western Arctic, whose associated «mornaly)
winds, in the absence of other factors, would have tcnded to produce ice
convergence, resulting in lowcr ice concentrations in the coastal rcbrion of the
Beaufort Sca since the ice motion woukl tend to be a few degrees to the right of
(he local wind veetors. However, in reality the S IC wa~ above average along the
coast, which signifies that runoff-induced ice fOlmation (Manak and Mysa!c
1989) dominated the aforementioned wind-£lrivt'11 effect,
From a comparison of Fig. 4c and 4a we see that during 1987, two
years after the positive anomalies in the western Arctic could have been advectcd
intO the Greenland-lcelnnd Sea via the BG and TDS (see line L! Fig. 2b and
section 4), the i(.'C L"1lge in the Greenland Sea (i.e., north of Jan Mayen) is much
further sou th than in dim;ttology. We also note that Ule S IC is considerab ly
reduced in the Beaufort Sea. Duri ng 1987 there was also a high press ure
anomaly cell over the Greenland-Iceland Sca (Fig. 4[), whose associated winds
would have tended to drive the it"C edge toward the cast Greenland coast.
Rcmarkably. however, this process uiu not create a negative iee-cxtcnl anomaly
in the Grecnland-fceland Sea. Thus we conclude that the icc enhancement
processes in the Aretie basin (especially that due to runoff) were sufficiently
strong to produce enough icc there which when exported into the GreenlanuIceland Sea , dominated the wi nd-£lliven effects.
In the case of the late 1960s GSA. runoff anu wind-driven effeclli
appeared to have worked together in creating the large icc anomalies, ftrst in the
western Arctic and then in the Greenland-Iceland Sea. Fig. 5a shows a nearly
solid ice cover in the westel'1l Arctic during 1964 (a very large runolf year) which
could. however, also have been partly caused by the weak low pressure anomaly
cell over this rcgion (sec Fig. 5<.:, right) because the associated anomaly winds in
this case would have produced ice divergence, i.e., driven the thick, multi-year ice
in the central Beaufort Sea toward the coast. Similarly, during 1968 the extensive
sell-ice cover in the G reenland-Iceland Sea could have ix-cn partly created by the
anomaly winds associated with the high pressure anomaly cell whose centre is to
the west o f Ice.1and (Fig. 5d, right), as originally proposed by Dickson el al.
(1975). We also note here that the winds associated witb the mean annual SLP
field for 1967 (Mysak and Wang 1991) would have driven the thick multi-year icc
north of Greenland into the TDS which could have added to the large sea-icc
e.... tcnt seen in Fig. 5b (as fll~ t suggested by Walsh and C hapman (l990a)). The
fact that the 1968 ice volume anomaly in the Greenland-Iceland Sea is at least
200 km3 (versus about 100 klllJ tor the Beaufort Sea ice anomaly - see Fig. 2b)
further (~onfi rms that the regional winds were an important contributor 10 the
large sea-ice anomalies seen in sub region D I at thHt time.
C learl y, further research is requi red to sort out the relative
importance of the different mechanisms that generate GISAs. Also, Ihe faclthat
the atmospheric circldation ovcr the Greenland· lceland St.:a during the peak of
the late 1960s GSA was diffe rent than Ihm during the 19805 O ISA indicates the
possible importance of lower latitude innuenccs. Work on this problem is
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currently in progress at McG ill University (0. Holland,pers. coII/m., 1992)
whcrc an at moSpherically driven coupled icc-ocean model of the Arctic and
North Atlantic is being run to test the eHicacy of the different ice generation and
forci ng mechanisms described above.
Critics of the interdecadal Arctic cycle theory proposed by M and
now embodied in Fig. [ often argue that anomalies in the runoff from the
Siberian riveTS, whose total climatological discharge is four to five times that of
the MaekeJ17.ie (Aagaard and Carmack 1989), should contribute substantially to
the formation of G ISAs. It is cOUJltercd here that, because of the very wide and
shallow Eurasian shelf, any anomalies from this runoff get well mixed on the
shelf with ccntral Arctic Ocean waters that flow up onto the shelf. After mixing
due to eddies and convective overturning, the waters near the edge of the shelf
then tend to slide down into the intermediate Atlantic laycr of lhe Arctic
(Coachman and Barnes 1962) and hence do not directl y affect icc formation at
the surface. Also, as pointed out in M, during the years of peak runoff from
Norlh America in the mid-1 960s, the Siberian runoff W'.lS near normal or below
normal (CaUle 1985), and hem:e could not have added to the fresh water
anomalies that made lip the GSA.
Other possible weak nesses of the fecdback loop in Fig. I are the
following two links. First, that strong convective overturning during winter in the
Icela nd Sea (a proo::ss which would create positive SST a nomalies because of
the warm Atlantic water being brought to the surlace, and hence cause increased
heat nuxes to the atmosphere in this region and, because of ocean advection of
the SST anomalies, also cause i ncrea~ed heat fluxes in the Inninger Basin)
would produce strong cyclogencsis around Iceland (sec left sidc of Fig. I).
Secondly, that such cyclogenesis would contrib ute to increased precipitation and
ru noff in northern Canada (see uppcr left and top part of Fig. I). At this stage
we cannot easily verify thc first link; howcyer, an cxamination of winter S LP
maps for the years just before the GSA suggests how grenter precipitation (and
hence runoff) in northern Canada could have resulted from a change in the
position and structu re of the Icelandic Low. We also suggest that the ()(."Currence
of this lalter link is consistent with the reeem 'teleconnection' results of Walsh
and Chapman (1990b). 'lllCy showed thalthc winter S LP anomalies in the
lec1and Sea and Inninger basin are highly correlated (0.6 ::; r ::; 0.8) with those
at the 'base point' 75" N, 9O"W in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) (SL'e
their Fig. 12b).
From tllc orientation of thc isobars on the nort hern side of the
climatological Icelandic Low (Fig. 6a), we observe that cold dry air would tend
to flow southwa rd from the eastern Aretic into the Greenland Sea, then
westward across Greenland and finally southYla rd over the CAA and Hudson
Bay. (Although the Grcenland ice sheet is abo ut 2 km above sea level, since the
troposphere is ovcr 10 km thick in this region one would expect aI least some of
the low-lcvel flow around the Icelandic Low to pass over the ice sheet.) Similarly,
on the western side of the CA A thcre would tend to be a northerly flow of cQld
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FIGURE 5 a) A~ in Fig. 4b bUI fOf 1964. b) A$ in Fig. 4b bUl Ii)r 1968. c) As ill Fig. 4<.: bU I for
1964. J) At in Fig. 4e but for 1%8.

dry air from the Arctic High region in the western Arctic. Taken together we
would thus expect fairly low precipitation and runoff in northern Canada.
During winter 1961 thc Icelandic Low and the Arctic High both intensified, but
there wa~ little change in their positions or in the orientation of their isobars (sec
Fig, 6b). Thus we would have expected even more cold dry air over northern
Canada and consequently, very low precipitation and runoff into the Arctic
Ocean and Hudson Hay. Thc latter was indeed observed during \961 - see Fig.
17 in M.

Figure 6c on the other hand silO'.'.':) that quite a different situation
occurred with respect to the SLP paltcrn during winter 1964 (the year of
maximum ru noff), presumably because of changes in the ocean-to-atmosphere
beat fluxes around Iceland. The Icelandic Low broke up into two lows (sec Fig.
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FIGU RE 6 a) Winter (Dec., J an., Feb.) ll"II:an dima10J0gy of SLr field poleward of 4jON for 195388 (from Mysak and Wang 1(9 1). Contour interval is 2 mb. b) Left , as in I) butiOr 196 1. Right,
anomaly of winter 196 1 SLP field shown at left c,;pn=ssedlll! depa.rtures fWIIl tl)e climatology in a).
Contour interval is I mh. c) As;n b), but for 1964.
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6c, left), with the centre of the main (southern) low being located south of
Greenland. Also the orientation of the isobars sou th of Iceland implies that warm
moist air from west of the United K..ingdom, where the sea~surface temperatures
(SST5) arc typically lOOC, would have been transported across and around
southern Greenland and over to the CAA and Hudson Bay, and hence would
have caused heavy prceipitation and hlrgc runoffs there, as observed (Fig. 17 in
M). The existence of such easterly anomaly winds around the sou thern end of
Greenland when the main centre of the Lcelandic Low shifts southward has also
been noted by Dun bar and Thomson ( 1979). At the same time, it is intert-sting to
note that the Aleutian Low intensified and its centre shifted westward during
winter 1964, which Would have also brought warm moist air from the Pacific
into the western part of northern Canada (sec Fig. 6c, right) and hence
contributed to the large runoff. Remarka bly, a similar situation regarding the
S LP pattern also occurred during winter 1965 (Mysak and Wang 199 1), which
was another year of high runoff (see Fig. 17 in M).
It is now instructive to compare the above S LP pauerns with those
Ihat occurred during the winters of 1968-70, the peak GSA years when
convective overturning was suppressed in the Iceland Sea and the SST
a nomalies were negative (see Fig. 6 in M). During these winters, there were
strong northerly nows of cold dry air along the-cast coast of Greenland (Dickson
et 01. 1988; Mysak a nd Wang 199 1) and a high press ure anomaly cell over the
CAA (this can also be seen in Fig. 5d, which shows the annual SLP field and its
anomalies for 1968). As a consequence, a higher incidence of anticyclones over
the CAA would have been expected, and indeed this was the case (Serre-Le el 01.
1992). Also, this would imply lower runoffs in uorthern Canada at that time; this
\Va... certainly the case for the Mackenzie River in 1969 and 1970 (sec Fig. 21 in
Tyler 1992).
Just before the time of the most recent G ISA, a sequencc of SLP
patterns similar to those in the mid- 1960s also OCCUlTed. The pattcrns of the
winter 1985 and 1986 SLP maps (Mysuk and Wang 199 1) imply that warm
moist air from the southeast of Greenland WOuld have been transportcd across
southern Greenland and into northern Canada, causing heavy precipitation and
large runoffs, as observed (Fig. 3a). As more data becomes available it will be
interesting to examine the evolution of the S LP fields and runoffs during the laIC
19805 (peak GISA years), to see if that was also a period of more anticycloncs
and lower runoffs in northern Canada.
4 . LAGGED CROSS-CO RRELAT IO N IINALYSIS OF SU IlR I:.(; tON AN OMAI.lES

From the sloping lines Li in Fig. 2b, we note several cases in which both positive
and ncgative ice anomalies appear to propagate from the Beaufort Sea tJuough
to the Greenland Sea, with a travel time of the order of 2~3 years. It thus is
worthwhile to perform a lagged eross-con:elation analysis of the ice anomalies in
the SUbregions linking these two seas. The procedure we follow is similar to that
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used by M, who studied thc movcmcnt of smoothed Greenland-Iceland Sea ice
anomalies inlo the Labrador Sea vin five subregions (see their Figs. 2 and J).
Latcr in this section we shall also present the results of cross--corrclation
calculations for other sUbregions which yield a picture of the ic~ anomaly
advection pattern for the whole Arctic Ocean and lis marginal seas. However, it
should be pointed oullhal not all anomalies are. created in the western Arctic
and then propagate out into the Greenland-Iceland Sea. For example, Ihe large
negative ice anomalies centred around [984 in subregions IL and OJ were likely
caused by the anomalous winds a~sociated with the 1984 SLP pattern over the
eastern Arctic (see Fig. 14 in Chapman mID Walsh 1991) which would have
tended to push icc in the TDS over lowards tile north of Greenland.
In the first phase of the analysis, the lagged cross-corrclation
functions were computcd for the low-pa.'iS areal icc anomalies in subrebolon BI
versus those in the subregions 82, R3, ... DJ, a sequcnce which lollow~ the
mean ice drift from the Beaufort Sea through to the Labrador Sea. 1l11.'SC
functions were next examined fo r asymmetries about the zero-lag to determine
direction of anomaly advection (Chapl1l!w and Walsh 1991 ; s(''C also Fig. 4 in
M). T he maximum lagged correlation coefficients obtained from this analysis are
given ill Table I. To find the 95% significance level for the correlations, the
number of degrees of freedom (for simultaneously correlated data) was tirsl
cstiml'lled to be 2N/30 = 29, whcre N = 432 (tolal number of months of data)
and 30 is thc high-frequency cutoff. Then from Table 13 in Pearson and Hmtley
(1966), we obtained, using a one-tailed le.»t for nOlnJally distributed tlala, a 95%
significance level of approx.imately r = 0.3. This simple method for determining
the significance level was deemed to be satisfactory when compared with results
using the more sophisticated approach adopted by Power and Mysak (1992). f-o r
lagged cross-correlutions, the number of degrees of freedom decreases with lag
and the significance level for r slowly increases 10 0.36 for a lag of 120 monUls.
This ;s due to the fact lhat as the lag incrcasL'S, less dala are lIscd in the
calculation of the eross.--corrclations.
The results of Table I show thaL the low-freq\lency ice anomalies in
HI lead those in the Greenland Sca (subrcgion DI) by just over two ycar.~, which
is con~islent with the phase tincs shown in Fig. 20. Morcover, there appears 10 be
a continuous advection of ice anomalies by the BG , thc TOS and the EGC (East
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Ikst lillcar fit 10 Ihe lag allJUlximum com:latioll (data flllm 'Iable 1) ve,.,;us di~U1Il('C

from the C"otre or subregion HI to "-'11lft of subregio n DJ vi~ thc centres- of ~ubrtgiollS 8J, OJ, B" D,
:lnd D2 (sec Fig. 2a).

Greenland Current) all the way into the Labrador Sea. Although the maximum

cross--correlalions for data from 8 1 versus D2 and D3 are not significant, the
cross-<orrelalions between the data from adjacent rC!,olons arc significant (sec r'ig.
8b below) and thus support the above conclusion.

To estimate the average speed of advection of the ice anomalies
from the Beaufort Sea into the G reenland Sea and beyond, a cumulative lag plot
was constructed (Fig. 7). From the best li near fit to the data. we find an average
advection spt."Cd of about 2000 km / yr, or roughly 5 km / day, which lies well
within the range of typical drift speeds for sea ice, namely I - 10 km /day
(Chapman and Walsh 1991).
C hapman and Walsh (1991) determined !.he monthly ice anomaly
drirt pattcrn for the whole Arctic (Fig. 8a) by computing the lagged c!'()sscorrelation functions for data from adjacent US Navy/ NOAA Arctic sub regions
(indicated by the heavy lines ill Fig. 8a). These differ from those dcfined in fig.
2a as follows: The Navy/ NOAA Arctic Ocean subregion approximately consists
of the union of 8 1 to 115; thcir Sou thern Baffin Bay subregion consists of DJ and
04; and their Bering Sca consists of SI and S2. On the other hand, the CAA
subregion in Fig. 2a has been subdivided into West Canada and East Canada in
the Navy/ NOAA scheme. However, even with these differences it is possib le to
make a comparison of the Chapman and Walsh icc anomaly d rift pattern with
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Ice anomaly advet1ion pSllCm derived from asymmetries 1l00u1lt'1'O·lag of cross-

correlation functions computed using monthly data from adjaQ:1\l US Navy/NOAA Joint Ice Cenl.Cr
standard subregions (from Chapman lind Walsh 1991). Larg<: (small) arrowll (oonCel IIdjuCCl1t
subregioPl! for whk-h crOSl.'(;orreialions III lagli+ I (month) and - I differ by mon: than 0.12 (0.06).
Arrows [)Oint in diret1ion of advection implied by ilSymmctry.

that obtained here (Fig. Bb), which is based on the cross-correlations between the
low-pass filtered time series from the subregions in Fig. 2a.
First, we note from Fig. 8a thai the monthly ice anomalies in theBeaufort Sea also appear to propagate all the way to the Irnli nger Ba.~in
(subregion 0 2), as was fou nd [or the low-pass anomalies (Figs. 7 and 8b),
However, the lack of resol ution for the Labrador Sea region in tile Navy I NOA.A
scheme probably accounts for the absence of anomaly propagation from the
Inningcr Basin into this region. In both patterns we observe an eastward drift of
the anoma1ic:s along the Eurasian shelf; however, we note that the subregion S3
(Chukchi Sea) appears 10 be a souret? region for thc low+frcqucncy anomalies (sec
Fig. 8b). Other notable differences are the propagation of low-pass fUtered
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As in a) excrpl based on cn::ISHom:!atJ-on functions lIlling low-pass filtl"n:d dutu from
in Fig. 2:1. H"",,-wer, in thi!; figure u large arrow connects 11\'0 subregions for which Ihe
maximum of the (.ouymmclricj lagged cross-<:orrcl;ltion is signi(){:anl at the 95% lcvd. A largr bar
eOIll\CCts two subrt.'gionslor which the crQSI>"Correlmioll flllK!ion is symmt:lric ahoul zero-III!:. 8\
which, howe\'t'r, Ihe anomalies are significantly correlated, A ~mall arrow connceL~ two ~ubt't'ginns
for which the maximum or the lagged cross-l:Qrrelatlon coefficicllt r;?: 0.15, bUI is nOt sigruflClUlt.
~lIbreb~url$.

anomalies from the Chukchi Sea into th(~ Deling Sea; from the Beaufort Se;"l inlO
the CAA: and from the subregions Bs and BB into the CAA No significant such
correlations were found by Chapman and Walsh, which suggests thu t at
relatively low frequencies there may be important 'teleconnections' bc1ween these
suhregions. The Chukchi-Bering Sca connection is remi niscent of the results of
Power and Mysak ( 1992) who found that the teleconnection between the western
Arctic S LP anomalies and those in the Pacific became more pronounced at
longer periods (greater than five years).
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Another interesting relatinnship found in the cross-correlation
analysis of the low-pass filtered anomalies is that the fl uctuations in Hudson Ray
significantly lead those in the Labrador Sea. (Since these two rcbrions arc
separated by Hudson Strait, no connecting arrow is shown in Fig. 8b.) C hapman
and Walsh, however, found that the mont hly ice anomalies in the Labrador Sea
slightly lead those in the Hudson Strait-Hudson Bay region (see Fig. 8a).
5 . I'OSSIBLE CONNE.CTIONS OF GtSAs

w lnl

LOWEJt l.A'I ITUDE

INT ER DECA DAL VA IUAHLITY

In reality il is qui te likely that the interdt.'Cadal Arctic climate cycle depicted in
Fig. I Olay be connected to lower latitude dceadal-scalc fluc tuations in Ihe
atmosphere and oceans. n tis idea is in part supported by the findings of Power
and Mysak ( 1992) who showed that statistically significant associations exist
between Arctic and cxlmtropical S LP fl uctuations, especially at periods of
several years. In the way of connection~ there are at least three possibilities: 1)
The Arctic eycle uiggers lower latitude fluctuations. 2) Lower latitude variations
influence or excite some of the processes involve<.! in the feedback loop shown in
Fig. 1.3) There are lower latitude dccadal-scale fluctuations that co-cxi'st with
the intcrdecadal Arctic climate cycle. We now expand on each or these cases.

5.1 'nU! Arclic as a trigger for IOI~'er latitudej1licluatiulls
Because the Greenland Sea is weak ly stratified, thc waters there are "delicately
poised with respect to their ability to sustain convection" (Aagaard and Carmack
1989). Hence the.o;;e authors have argutxl that a modest increase in the supply of
fresh water from the Arctic could reduce convection in the Greenland Sea.
However, it is not believed (R. Dickson, pers. ~omm. 1992) Ihat this occurred
duri ng the time of the GSA. It was only in the Iceland Sell 10 the SQulh thai
convection was suppressed during the carty years of Ihe GSA.
However, it is conceiyable tha t alternating periods of c""ten~ ivc and
reduced ice cover in the Greenhmd·Jceland Sea, whieh arc rt'Spcetivcly
accompanied by relatively cold and warm uppcr·occan Lempemtures (see Fig. 6
in M), could result (via advection) in dccadal-seale SST anomalies in the
southwestern parl of the subpolar gyrc (Mysak 1991). It is important to
dctennine the origin of s uch SST anomalies since they genemte sigll ifieant largescale disturbances in Ihe overlying atmosphere (Palmer and Sun 1985) and also
appear to influence m notf in western Siberia (!'eng and Mysak 1992).
From Fig. 9, which depicts the time-longitude evolution of SST
anomalies ave raged ovcr a mid-latitude band in the North Atlantic, we clearly
see the cx.isteJlce of alternating cold and warm periods in the northwestelll
Atlantic, i.e" at around 30o W. Along the lime axis, the sequence of solid and
doued lines indicates respectively, large and small (or Ilear·normal) sea-ice
extents in the Greenland and Lceland Seas. In several cases, we observe that
heavy ice conditions (large sea-icc extents) precede negative SST anomalies in the
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Low-pass lihen:d and dc-trended SST llnomalies in the latitude b;\nd 45_S5° N lIS ~
function uftime and latitude in the North Allllnti~ and lJaUi~ Sell (from Bryan ~nd Siouffcr 199 1).

["["U RI: 9

Solid IlIld douro lines nUllQ Ihc time nJ\~~ indiC31e, Icspa;lively, periods of relatively large and ~mall
(or IIcar normal) so:a·i<'C Q;lent~ in the Gn:cnland ;md kelnnd Sca~ a.s estimated rronl dala shown in
Fig:;.), 10 and IS ;n Mysak el (11. ( 1990).

northwestern Atl:mtie by approximately 5 years (the advection time from the
Greenland-Iceland Sea 10 this region via the subpolar gyre), and similarly, light
ice conditions in tJlC Greenland-Iceland Sea prcccde positive SST anomalies, also
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by about 5 years. While the correspondence between heavy (light) icc conditions
and relatively cold (warm) SSTs in the northwestern Atlantic is not completely
one-to-one, the relationshi p is s ufficiently encoumging to warrant further
investigation. It is also relevant to point out here that the most prom inent
intcrdecadal periodicity associated with the k.'C anomalies in Ule GreenlandIceland Sea, as determined from the spectrum of the 375·year Koch ice index for
Iceland, is 27 years (Stocker and Mysak 1992).
Another way in whieh Arctic sea-ice ehang~'s could cause lower
latitude climate variab ility is via the sUiface albedo: anomalously large sea-ice
extents increase the albedo and vice versa. However, the changes in ice area 011
dccadal time scales, as opposed to those due to the seasonal cyele, are only of the
order of a few percent (Mysak and M anak 1989), and therefore are unlikely to
induce ve ry large changes in the Arctic energy budget, which impacts upon the
energy budget of the middle latitudes via Ihe eireulation in the troposphcre. O n
Ihe other hand, the southern h!.'ttlisphere sea-ice cover, because it is thinner and
closer to the equator, may show larger changes on the dccadal time scale. Thus
the discussion of decadal-scale Arctic albedo changes should be done in concert
with studies of the natural varia bility of the sOllth polar region.

5.1 Forcirlgjrom the lower lmitudes
T he second pos..<;ibility, that lower latitude interdecadal fluctuations excite similarscale Arctic climate changes. is the more traditional and widely accepted
viewpoint. There have recently been many observations of interdccadal
vmiabilicy at midd le and tropical latit udes in the climate system (for a list of
references, sec Weaver ef ill. 19(1). Many investigators believe that these
fluctuations may be due to internal oscillations in the thermohaline circulation
(l"HC), an idea thai goes back to Bjerknes (1964), Remarkably, climate
modellers have shown that thesc T He oscillations eun occur even in the presence
of steady 3bnosphe ric forcing (for example, sec Weaver el 01. ( 199 1) and the
rcfcren(.'Cs therein}. Such oscillations would produce flUI..:tuations in the oceanic
poleward heat tra nsport and hence cause changes in surface air temper'.:Iture at
locations where the THe 'vcntilates' - in the northern North Atlantic and Ul the
Southern Ocean. Such poleward heat tmnsport changes in the North Atlantic,
which could also have contribu ted to the SST anomalies seen in Fig. 9, have
recently been observed by Greatbmch and Xu (1992). They found increased
transports al 54.so N in the 1950s and reduced transports in the I970s, which
correspond the warm and cold SSTs seen at these times in Fig. 9.
In the recent study of Higuchi f?t al. ( 1991), it was shown that the
Standing eddy poleward heat tran~port in the lower troposphere in the northern
hemisphere exhibits strong decadal-scaJc variability. In particular, in years of
very large (weak) transports, they found that the ice margin in the Greenland
Sea is substantially reduced (expanded). Thus the atmosphere in this ease is the
nll..'dium which can transmit lower latitude dccadal-scale signals into the Arctic
region and possibly alter the circulation the re. This concept is certainly consistent
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with thc aforcmentioned fact (section 3) that thc SL P anomalies over the
Grecnland Sca in 1968 (pcak GSA year) and in 1987 (peak G ISA year) were
quite diffc rcnt and hence could have been due to lower latitude variabilities,
independent or air-sea interactions around Iceland (sec also Dickson and Namias

1976).

5.3 Co-exi~'/illg Arc/ic and lower IlIIillldej7ut.'tualiolls
The third possibility, that polar and lower latitude decadal-scale cJimale
Ouctuations may simply 'c(}-(:Xist', is suggested by the spatial structure of the
third empirical orthogonal runction (EOF) or SST anomalies thai has been
computed by Folland er af. (I 986a) (see bottom of Fig. 10, which alSl.) shows ror
comparison the first 'global warming' EOF and the second 'ENSO' EOF - see
Bryan al1d Stouffer, 199 1), Note that the largest amplitudes of (he third EOF,
tcmpoml fluctuations have an interdccadal time scale, arc in the northeast
Pacific, the northwest Atlantic and in a broad band over the South Atlantic and
South Indian oceans. This high-latitude amplification suggests as well, perhaps,
that the globaJ THe (the 'conveyor belt"') may be a connecting link si nce the
latter is driven by deep water rormation in both the North Atlantic and the
Southcrn Ocean. As an aside, Folland e/ ai. ( 1986b) round that such decadalscale SST Ouctuations were closely linked with minfall changes in the Sahel.
The particul:uly large grmlients in the northeast Pacilic and
[lorthwest Atlantic seen in the third Eor of Fig. 10 also indicate that these areas
could be closely tied in with interdccadal variability in the Arctic. Walsh and
Chapman (1990b) showed that monthly Arctic SLP fluctuations in winter are
associated or 'tclcconncctcd' with S I,P changes in the northern North Atlantic,
In a continuation of this study using data from all seasons, Power and Mysak
(1992) rou nd that at low frequencies (periods longer than live years), this
teleconnection pattern persists. But they also discovered a new telcconncction
pattern between centres in the Aretic !lnd the North Pacific. However, neither of
these statistical studie... can address the question of cause and effect, and
the refore, these patterns have to be taken as starting points for further research
on the global connections or intcrdecadal climate variability in various regions.
who~

6 SUMMARY ANI) CONCLUDING RE.MARKS

We have shown thal duri ng the late 198Qs a Great Ice and Salinity Anomaly
(G ISA) in the G reenland-Iceland Sea was most likely generated remotely by
prior above-average runoffs into the weSlern A rctic Ocean. Similarly, large
runoffs also occurred from North America inlo the Arctic a few years prior to
the late 1960s peak o f the GSA However, unlike in the case of thc GSA, when
regional atmospheric forcing also contributr.:d to its generation, the wind
anomalies as:rociated with the SLP fields during the 1980s GISA would have
tended to oppose the fonnation of large sea-ice extents in the Greenland-Iceland
Sea.
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FIGURE JO ·Ibe first Ih~ cmpirical Orlhogonal funclion (EOf')- (mltcrns of SST caleulalcd for the
period 1901-80 from the British Meteorological Office me (from BrY~1I and Stouffer 199 1, who
COnioured and rc-plnned Ihe 10" X 10" EOF values origioally compuled by Folland el U!. (1986a).
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A lagged cross-correlation analysis of 36 years of low-pass filtered
S IC data from various subregions in the Arctic and marginal seas revealed that
icc anomalies are aclvcctcd in a manner similar to that found by Chapman and
Walsh (199 1) who used monthly (unslnoothed) data. However, some d ifferences
were found; for example. we showed that the Chukchi Sea appears to be a source
region (a 'Cactory) for low-frequeney ice anomalies.
While many of the above results are encouraging in so far as they
lend further support for the existencc of the interdccadal Arctic climate cycle
proposed by M and now described in Fig. I, more work is required. For
example, we have undoubtedly invoked an oversimplified view of runofT-shelf
water-ice interactions in the Beaufort Sea. Macdonald and Carmack (1991) have
recenlly examined these interactions in somc dctail, and certain aspects of their
results could be incorporated in to the feedback loop shown in Fig. I. Secondly,
with only 36 years of SIC data available at the time this research work was done,
there arc somc concerns regarding the statistical significance of the crosscorrelation res ults usi ng low-pass fLltered data . In a fcw years, Illore than 40 years
of S IC and SLP data wil] bc 3V'dilablc and thus it w()uld be of considerable
interest at thaI time to update the analysis described in section 4. Recently,
Chapman and Walsh (1992) have analyzed 38 years of S IC data up to 1990 and
showed, among other things, that the recent G ISA definitely had its peak in
[987-88 (see their Fig. 7a).
Finally, we have made a number of spr.:culative comments
regarding the possible connections between a) cyclogenesis around Iceland and
runoff in northern Canada (seclion 3), and b) GISAs and lower latitude
illterdecadal climate variability (section 5). While these remarks should be treattd
as tentative, il is nevertheless hoped that they will serve as a guide for furthe r
studies of regional and global interdecadal variability in the climate system. It is
clear, however, tbat to derive statistically significant results from such studies, we
shall need long records of various climate or proxy climate variables, and hence
it is important thaI we develop and support long-term observational climate
projects in the Arctic.
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Climatic Variability and Air Quality in
the Great Plains of North America
Steve LaDochy
Department of Geography & Urban Analysis
California State University. Los Angeles

ABSTlti\C'1

Drough t and dust are common companions in the Greal Plains, with elevatcU t1usllevels

occurri ng du ring dry periods. Measurements of IOtal suspended particulatcs (TSP) at
Canadian and U.S. ~ jles during the 1970's and 1980's show the extent of particulate
increases during several dry periods.

Dry periods arc more common than wet periods in this region.
Fu rtht'_nnore, past experience shows that warmer periods u:nd to be drier. As mallY

climatologists predict warmer tempcr'.ll ures in the next fifty years, the re is a concern about
increasing dryness as well. This study considers the potential for increa'ied dust levels in
the Great Plains. inc ludin~ possibly unhealthy val ues of respirable particulates. By
analY7jng past TSP records associated with dry periods, a range of pote:ntial dUSllevel
increase:; is estimated for a warmer Great Plains region.

La secheresse et In poussiere vL~i lent SOllvelll les Grandcs plaines; Ie taux de poussihe
dans l'ulr y est elcvf dura nlles p6rioues de sCchcrcssc. Lc caleul uu nomb ..e tit: parlieulcs
suspendues (TS P) dallS dil,,=rscs stations du Canada et des Elats-Unis durant les annees 70
el 80 demon Ire que Ie nombre de particules augmente en periode de stchcrc..,,-~. Lcs
pClilXics de seeheresse son! pl~ fr.!qucntcs que Ics p{:rioue.~ d'humidilc dans reliC I~gion .
De plus, des observations IInterieures demontrcnt que Ic.~ periode~ de chalcur onllcndance
;\ eire plus sCchcs. El, eomml: plusit;urs d imalologlres prevoient une elevation des
Il:mpCl1ltures dllns les cinquantc prochui ncs anni:cs, il 'i u lieu de s~nquieler egalement de
I'llugmenullion du nombre de periodes de secheresse. Celte etude envisage la po.~sibilile
dUne augmclllation du la...,., de polL~sicre dans I'air des Grandcs plaines ct, peUI-ctrc. un
coefficient plus cleve de parlieules qui prescotenl un danger pour la sante. A partir de
i"analyse des donn~s sur les T S P durantles pe riodes de sec.heresse, nOlls avons ealeule

une t!;ehelle de variations du tame dc poussicrc:s advcnfln\ un rochauffemcn\ des Grandes
plaines.
INT RODUCTION

One aspect of the global-warming issue of eoncern to both Canada and the
United Stales is the question of how air quality responds to .ising temperatures.

s.
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Thc air quality of the Great Plains of North America has always been thoughllo
be good. Clear skies arc considered typical, except for the occasional dustslOrm,
from Texas through the prairie provinces of Canada. This study suggests,
howevcr, dun global warming may lead to more freq uent droughts, duststorm~,
and unhealthy levels of particulate air pollution over the C;madian prairies and
the Great Pla ins.
T he U.S. G reat Plains have often been descdbed as a region of
unreliable precipitation and highly variable climate, and even as a desert by
some early setllers heading further west (1,awsol1. 1971). T he Plains have
suffered from numerous droughts and choki ng duslStormS. Bark (1978) [isis
major drought periods in Ncbr.JskH from the thirteenth century to the 19505, as
derived from slUdies of' tree rings. Other tree ring analyses from fOllf areas of the
Great Plains were used to reconstruct drought histories from 1700 to 1977
(Stockton and Meko, 1983). Droughts were estimated to last up to 38 years,
with a mean periodicity of 16-19 years for the region.
Droughts have also plagued Ihe Canadian prairies, the Illost
drought-susceptible region in Canada. Early records of serious droughts go back
to the early 1800's. Droughts in the Red River Settlement of Manitoba arc
mentioned in 1820 and 1868 (Jones, 199 1). Numerous accounts of drough t were
also recorded in the late 1880's and 1890's. Serious precipil;)tion deficiencies
varied widely both in areal extent and in time over the agricultural area of the
prairie provinces from the 1920's to 1970 (Chakravarti, 1976). 1\ descliptioll of
agricultural drought years from 1928 to 1980 by the Canadian Climate Centre
( 1986) similarly shows both Ille high temporal and spatial variability of these
droughts, and their widely differing severities and impacts across the prairies.
Louie (1986) reported that Palmer Drought Index values for the period 195 11984 lor Winnipeg a nd Regina show a high frequency of moderate to severe
dro ughts.
PAST I MI'ACTS OF DROUGHT ON AIR QUALITY

Particulate air pollution is measured as the lotal suspended particulates (TSP) by
the N:ltional Air Pollution Surveillance Network (NAPSN) in Canada, and by
state and local networks in the U.S .. under the guidelines of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), with 24-hour samples being taken every six days. TSP
samples arc taken using a High-Volume air sampler. which acts like a vacuum
cleaner, pulling roughly 2 cubic meters of ambient air pcr minute thwugh a
fiberglass filte r paper. The filte r paper is weighed and cOllce.lltrations or
particulates are calculated by dividing the weight of particles by the volume of
air sampled.
For the Canadian portion of this study, monitoring statiom in I I
prairie cities were initially selected. However, only seven of tllese had a
sufficiently long and continuous record ror the study period, 1970- 1989. T hese
monitoring stations are all located in urban, commercial settings (Figure I). The
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FIGURE L The Gr..'a! Plairu; of Norlh America study area
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locations of air qua~ly monitoring

stations.

TSP vahlCS for thl: 1970-1989 period dcmonSlratc thai dust levels vary from year
to year (Table I), but many locations show a peak in spring, in either April or
May (Figure 2). Wheaton and Chakravarti (1990) found the same pattern for
duststorms on the prairies. They comment that at this time of year plant cover is
limited, and mean wind speeds arc greatest; and since precipitation does not
usually peak until June, soils can be dry in spring in years with low snowmelt.
Tillage of the fa rm fields can further loosen soil particles and decrease vegetative
cover.
u.s, Great rlains T $P data cover only the 1980- 1989 yea rs, a<;
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'rllhle I: Ave rll gc D u ~t Levels (TS P, liwmJ) for CanndlUll l' rniries ClI ie.<;, 1970-1!l89'
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relatively few monitoring sites had a long enough record to use ror comparative
analyses. Data was made available lor the Pla in~ states, KanSHS through North
Dakola, though most reliable' records come from larger P lains cities.
Consequently, only seven U.S, locations are included in the comparative statistir.:s:
Kansas City, ML~souri; Omaha, Lincoln and N. Platte, Nebraska; Sioux. Falls,
South Dakota; Bismark and Fargo. North Dakota (Figure 0,
The 197(5.. 1977 drough t was thedriC$t period for the eastern
prairies since the 1930's. Fmm Ju ly 1976 to April 1977, a dominant high
pressme ridge along the west coast led to less than 50 per ccnt of normal
precipitation and extremely low soil moisture (Figure 3) across the sou thern
Cmadian prairies, before heavy millS relieved the situation in Manitoba in Muy,
However, Saskatchewan and Alberta remaincd dry through 1977. LaDochy and
Annett (1982) studied TS P records from 1974-78 at the University of Winnipeg.
where 24-hour samples were taken every th ree days, and fou nd this ten-month
petiod of 1976-77 10 have the highest dust levels, TS P also were found to be
lowest on days with precipitation and snow cover (47% of the 5-year avcraboc),
and highest ( 135% of average) with no snow cover and no precipitation.
In 1980, severe drought struck the Plains and thc prairies, In the
ccntml U.S., Kansas City cxperienced extreme drought and scorching
temperatures from June to August. Many heat-related deaths occurred as
tcmperatures reached 50 C in the central city (W<lgner, 1980). TS P are measured
al ten monitors throughout Kansas City, Missouri. though on ly nine had a long
enough rt'Cord for usc in th is study. Monthly TS P readings were significantly
highcr in 1980 than in 1977-79 or 198 1 (Annctt and LaDochy, 1983). TS P values
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in Kansas C\ly for the 19805 as a whole have also sbown a clear relationship with
pn'Cipilatiou (Annett , \990). Wet periods had lower TSP. but snow cover did not
produce as much dust reduction a<; in Winnipeg. Perhaps this is due to Kansas
City's shorter snow season and higher levels of industrial activity. Omaha,
Nebraska's 1980 annual average TSP was the highest for the 1980's at 147% of
the dccadal avcmgc, while other G reat Plains cities also had elevated avemgcs

that year (fable 2).
Ln the Canadian pmiries, drought continued from fnll of 1979
through summer 1980 (leCompte, 1981), with record heat in April and May
leading to record losses f.rom fores t fires. Soil moisture reserves by May 1980
were at record low values in most places across the prairie provinces (Edey,

1980).
'Ille year 1981 was dry again on the Canadian prairics and the
northern U.S. Plains. Wheaton and Chakravarti( I990) studied 1977·85 on the
Canadian prairies and found 198 1 to be the peak year of the period in all three
provinces, with 174 reports of duststorm conditions at the 3 1 stations which they
reviewed. Many of these were massive storms that were reported at several or the
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stations, thus the high nu mber. Winnipeg recorded ils highest a nnua l avemgc
TS P in 1981 (95 ug/m]). The 24-hour average on April 16 exceeded 900 ug/m3
(Environment Canada, 1982). Williston, North Dakota recorded a 1089 ug/m3
reading, while other stations in the state reached extrcme yalues a~ well on the
16th of April (EPA, 1981). T he U.S. fedentl primary standard is 150 ugj m3 for a
24-hour sample and 75 ugj m3 for an a nnual average (EPA, 1979).
Duststorms and d roughts returned to the centml prairies in force in
1984 (Hopkinson, 1984), to sou thwestern Saskatchewan and Alberta in summer
1985 (Shabbir, 1985), and in 1986-89. In the fall of 1987, [L"Cord d ry periods were
experienced in parts of the Canadian prairies. Calgary, hosting the February
1988 Winter Olympics, had experienced only two drie r November-April periods
in the previous 103 years (LeCompte, 1989). TSP values in Calgary and
Edmonton were unusually high at the start of 1988. O n May 1, a duststorm
brought Winnipeg a 1075 ug/m3 reading at a residential site.
Record heal, including a reading of 44 C in eastern Saskatc hewan,
dominated the prairie summer of 1988, and the U.S. northern Plains and Corn
Belt also suffered extreme d rought. Sixty~t wo climatic divisions recorded their
driest April-J une period in 58 years, while 104 others had one of their lOp five
driest April-J ulie periods (NOAA, 1988).
S pring rains in 1989 ended dry conditions over the western
Canadian prairies, bu t parts of eastern Saskatchewan and Manitoba were as d ry
as or d lier than 1988. More than 150 forest fires were raging in Manitoba in
May, when there was warm, d ry, windy weather (Raddatz and Gue7.en, 1989).
However, SUmmer rains alleviatl'<i the situation considerably. Figure 4 shows the
improved soil moisture conditions in J uly 1989 compared with the year before.
Farther south, the Central Plains drought continued into 1989,
with Kansa:; having one of Ule worst cold sea'>On droughts in the la'lt fifty years
(Namias, 1989); Salina recorded 41 C in April. By May, severe to extreme
drought covered the region from eastern Colontdo to sou thern Wisconsin.
Conditions remained worst in Kansas. Summer mins helped the central region,
while tile norlhern Plains continued d ry into 1990, North Dakota soils were bare
of snow in Janua ry, and dust began fly ing again.
CLIMATI C C H ANGF,. AND THE PLAINS

The record of global temperature shows definite warming sincc the· 1880's, but
the temperatu re increase has not been continuous. The greatest warming was
from about 1920 to 1940. with a slight cooij ng from 1940 to the mid- 1970's,
followed by warming again into the 1980's (Karl, 1990). Quezen and Raddatz
( 1988) found the 1930's and 1980's in North America to be comparable with
respect to frequency and intensity of droughts, and the extent of area aOccted.
But do rising temperatures nl"CL'ssarily mean lower precipilation Cor
the Plains? Researchers U$1og global climate models have tried to predici not
only the amount of warming with a doubling of almospheric carbon dioxide, bul

S. LaDochy I Air Qua/ilY in the Great Plains
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aL'IO the regional distribution of warming, and, more importantly, the disuibution
of accompanying changes in precipitation. Severn! models, such as Manabc and
Wetherald's (1987) at Princeton, have indicated that the lurgest warming would
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occur in the higher latitudes of North America, Jager and Kellogg (1 983), using
lhe analogue method based on lhe len warmest Arctic su mmers from the past,
concluded that drier conditions in the Central Plains would res ult from wan ning.
Not all models concur, While the consensus among climatologists is
that global wan ning is taki ng place, and most agree that warming in the polar
regions will be amplified in wj n tel~ accompanied by increased evapotranspiration
and precipitation. there is less agrCCInf.'f1 t abou t the magnitude of regional
warming and especially about regional cha nges 10 precipitation and evaporation
(Hengevclt, 1990). Williams et a1. ( 1987) studied the possible effccts of carbon
dioxide doubling on Saskatchewan agriculture using four different global climate
models, With no increase in p recipitation over the 195 1-80 normals, the modcls
predicted increased wind erosion potential and droughts, with more duststorm
oecurcnccs.
While most climatologists believe that the Great Plains will
experience warming and more frequent dry peliods in the ncar future, year to
year conditions continue to be highly variable a nd el usively unpredictable in the
spatial llnd temporal pancrns of wet and dry spells. If the dricr conditions of the
1980's continue into the 1990's, pa rticulate air quality will u ndoubtcdly
deteriorate. Repetition of the 1976-77 and 1980 d roughts will ca use TSP values
to inen:usc si'gnificantiy, with more violations of federal sta ndardS, which are sct
to proteL1 the health of the public.
CONCLUS IONS

While particulate air pollution emissions have been decreasing (EPA, 1987), TSP
levels and duslstorm frequencies have nol, as measured at various locations in
the Central Plains. Agricultural practices are believed to be the primary causc of
increased duststorrns in the U.S. (McCauley, C:1.. aI. , 198 1; C hangnon, 1983).
In light of recent predictions of a warmer, drier Central Plains in
the fut ure, we may anticip31.e conti nuing duststorms and u nhealthy TS P levels in
coming years, Dustier skies ovcr the Central Plains may lead to abrasion of
crops <lnd property, accidents due to reduced visibility, atmospheric
electrification, intelierence with communications, human health pro blems.
changes in solar radialion and possible weather modification (Pye, 1( 87). It
seems imperative that steps be taken to protect soil from dessication and erosion,
thus sustaining a valuable resource, while at the same time cleansing the Plains
atmosphere.

S. LaDochy
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T HE PRAIR IE DROUGHT OF 1988
by E.E. WheatOn l, L. M~ Arlhllr2, 8. Chomeyl, S. Shewchllkr,.J. 11IUrpt'l.
J Whiling I and V. Wlttrockl
I . 1N1'ROOUCTION AND OlUIlCT1VES

Climatic extremes havc severe effects on thc environment ,Old on weather
sensitive sectors of the economy and society. During and following 1988. a
number of thc effects of 11 severe drought were evident on the Canadian prairies.
Analysis of these cffccts is useful to detennme how vulnemble the eovimnmCJl1,
economy and society arc 10 drought. If more is known about how sectors
respond to a drought, then strategies can be developed and prioritized to avoid or
mitigate the effects of future droughts.
This paper is an executive summary of "Environmental and
Economic Impacts of the 1988 Drought. with Emphasis on Saskatchewan and
Manitoba" (Wheaton and Arthur 1989). The overall objective of this project was
to assess the environmental and ecorlOmie impacts of the 1988 drought on the
provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba, including:
l) a description of the drought climate of 1988;
2) an oVI~rview of U1Ceffects of drought on valious economic
~cctors in Canada with emphasis on MamlOOO and Saskatchewan;
3) testing of impact models: and
4) provision of recommendations for future work.
The physical and economic impacts of the 1988 drought are
addre~sed by sectors or issues including agriculture, land degradation, fo restry.
water resources, waterfowl, fisheries. outdoor recreation and tourism,
transportation , energy and other industries. Both physical and economic impacts
can linger and show up in tile year(s) following a drought. Although these
lingering effect'; were beyond the scope of the project, thc:y should be monitored
to provide a more complete understanding of the drought effects.
I Sa,\{alchcwan R~alch CQuncil, Sask~toon, Canada,
!

Univcl"llity of Manicoba. Winnipeg. Canada (al the. lime Ill' wriln,g).
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2. D ROUGHT CUMATE OF 1986
-n IC 1988 drought was significaOi by many standards including its intensity,
duration, area and effccts. The d rought had significan t impacts on agriculture,
forestry, wetlands, waterfowl, water supplies, and many others.
T he antecedent climate set the stage for the deveJopment of the
1988 d rought. The warm d ry, fall weather persisted into the \vlnlCr of [987-88
with much of the agricultural region of Alberta and Saskatchewan receiving [ess
than 50% of normal pn.:cipitation. The sparse snow cover and high spring
temperatures resulted in little or no spring runoff from prairie watersheds in
1988. Mean temperatures were 2 to 4°C above normal for most of Western
Canada during March, April and May. Few water bodies recovered to 1987
levels and many were dry by J une, 1988.
Hot, dry, and often dusty conditions prevailed over much of the
agricultuml prairies in the sum mer of 1988. The hottest J une on record was
cx.perienced ovcr the southern agricullural area of the three prairie provinces
with mean temperatures 4 to 7°e above normal. Several tempemture records
were b roken at southern climate stations, especially during June. At least seven
Saskatchewan stations recorded daily tempemt ure.~ of 42° C or higher and
Kincaid expericnc{:d the highest temperature at 43.5° C. Many stations in
southern Saskatchewan and Alberta as well as many in western agricultura l
Manitoba had less than half of their normal J une rainfall.
This combination of rccord heat and dry weather res ulted in
extreme drought conditions. A wedge of severe drought, as designated by Palmer
Drought Index (P DT) values of less than --6, hall moved north ward almost to the
boreal forest fringe in Saskatchewan in June, 19H8 and covered approximately
20% of the Saskatchewan agriculh1ral area (Figure I). l cmperatures fell to
gencrally near normal values by July, 1988. However, southern Alberta as well as
sou thwestern and northeastern agricultural Sa~ katch ewan continued to be dry,
receiving less than 50 to 75% of normal rainfall, By August, )988 the surface
drought conditions had weakened somewhat, except for the southern prairies.
Soil moisture still remained in a deficit situation al the end of September across
the !!Quthem pari of Western Canada. The end of the drought was still not
evident by the end of December, 1988. Consequently. there was good evidence
that indicated the occurrence of an intense, large and rare drought in 1988, onc
of the worst in this century.
Comparisons with other prairie droughts also show that 1988 wa~
certainly a major d rought event The d roughts of 1987 and 1988 appeared to be
more widespread than those of 1937 and 1938. The years 1986 to 1988 were
much warmer than 1936 to 1938, indicating that evaporation losses were greater
d uring those years of Ule [980s. The [988 d rought was also severe because of its
t.iming following the other droughts of the 19805.
The 1988 d rought conditions also affected other areas or Canada.
Ontario had a warm d ry spring in 1988 which continued into the slimmer. The
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1987 conditions also contributed tu thc 1988 drought. The hottest July since
1955 was experiem.-ed in southern Ontario with temperatures in the mi d 30s
being recorded in many area~ of the province. Lack of rainfall also
predominated in southern Ontario and cumulative rainfalls from May I to mid
July were Jess than 40% of normal in southwestern Ontario. Except lor areas
such as Windsor and Toronto, significant rainfalls had effectively ended the
drought by about carly August, 1988. However summer continued to be hoI into
August, in general.
The 1988 drought in the U.S. was also the worst in many years.
The driest April, May and June since 1895 were recorded for many disuicts in
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and some areas or Iowa, Missouri and
Michigan. Stations throughout a large portion of North America received less
than 3()Ok of normal precipitation in April, May and June, 1988.
Several Sleps are recommended to furUler document the drought of
J988. l1ley include· undertaking further analyses regarding the drought coverage,
heat waves, evaporation amounts, drought origins and return period.~. Such
researeh concerning the sequence of droughts of the 1980s would be useful.
Without an improved understanding of the nature and origin of droughts, the
analyses of thei r relationships with the economy and society arc not complete.
3. GENERALOVERV1 6 W 0 1' TH I' fCONOM 1C IMPACTS OF TlIE 1988
f)R OUGII

r

Canada's Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at Factor Cost (198 1 dollan)
showed a 4.4% increase for the 1988 calendar year, which is an average mte of
growth compared to growth mles since the 1982 rccc~ion . Agricultural ompu t,
however, decreased by 12.7% in 1988. The drought of 1988 was estimated to
have caused a direct production loss of $1 .8 billion in 1981 dollars, or 0.4% of
real GOP.
In 1988, Manitoba's economy showed real GOP growth of only
abou t 0.4%, according to the Conference Board of Canada. The drought
reduced agricu1tuml output by 18.5% and was also considered instrumental in
reducing hydroelectJic power generation in the province (output decreased by
13.2% in 1988).
I.n April, 1989, the Conference Board of Canada estimated that
Saskatchewan's economic output had fallen by 5% in 1988. The 1988 GOP for
Saskatchewan"s agricultural sector was 38.6% below the 1987 GDP. Alberta.'s
economic output grew by an L'S timated 6.8% in 1988. despite a decline in the
agricultural sector of 1.2%. Although Ontario's annual economic growth was
4.8% in 1988, agricultuml output dcclinL-d by 4.6% in 1988. However,Ontario's
farm cash receipts actually rose in 1988 (to nearly $2 billion from $1.7 billion in
1987). primarily as a result of increased prices and the draw down of 1987
stocks.
In the U.S. 1988 real GN P growth was expeeted to be over 3.50/0.
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despite the expected agricultural production loss of $1 3 billion from the $4
trillion U.S. economy. However, regional elTects were more severe, particularly
the northern plains and midwestem regions.

4.

in

IMPACTS or Tllr 1988 DROUGH T ON i\GRICUnURIi

A wide range of impact" of the 1988 drought on the agricultural sectors of
Canada (with an emphasis on Manitoba and Saskatchewan) were documented,
including wind erosion, production, grain quality, inventorie..., marketing,
livtstock, incomes, farm management, global production and inventories, and
prices.

DUSf Storms lind Wind Erosion ~Saskatchewan and Manitoba,
1988. Dust storms and wind erosion of soil were frtqucnt in 1988, causi ng
serious problems espl,,'Cia!ly in the prairies. Dust storms affected many areas a nd
had numerous effects which can linger into the future.
DlL"t stonn frequencies equalled or exceeded p revious record
maxima for two stations in each province and were above average at a number
of other locations. The monitoring network consisted of nine stations in
Saskatchewan and rive stutions in Manitoba . The total number of dusl Storm
days ranged from as low as one for Dauphin, Manitoba to a maximum of 15 at
Kindersley in west central agricultuml Saskatchewan. The area of the secondary
maximum dust storm days was around Winnipeg, Manitoba. 11K: most extensive
spatial coverage of dust storms in 1988 occurr'ed during Junc.
Furthcr work should be done to characteri7.e dust storms, including
their areal c.xtenl, relationship with climatic and crop residue parameters, dust
amounts, as well as the on and olT farm costs of dust storms.
Production. In !,'eneral, the conditions of 1988 reduced production
of Canada's seven major grains to 39. 1 million tonnes, a drop of 29% from 1987,
representing the lowest production since 1979. Production of western Canada's
four major specialty crops (mustard seed, dr y peas, lentils nnd canary seed)
declined by 40% in 1988 from 1987. Tamc hay production in Canada in 1988
was 94% of 1987's production. Vegetable production also decli ned substantially.
Thc estimation and prediction of crop production in extreme
weather years is an important capability. In order 10 test one widely accepted
modelling tool, Ihe Crop Environment Rc.~oun;e Synthe.~js (CERES) model was
u~'Cd to estimate thc spring wheat yields of 1988 for the Saskatoon Crop District.
a... a case study. Modelled yields were lower than actual average yields. The
reasons for this discrepancy should be determined and used to improve the
simulation of growth and yield as affected by drought conditions.
Quality. TIle drought also affected crop quality, producing higher
than average grades of grains. The re.'lSQns for this are complcx; in gcnerdl, hot
dry conditions result in higher grain protein levels and reduce after swathing
sprouting and bleaching. Furthermore, the dry spring coudilions of 1988 allowed
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for cartier seeding and a longer harvest window. reducing harvest damage and
shrivelling.
Inventories. Opening crop inventories (August. 1988) were JOOIO
lower than the previous [0 year ave'dgt! (1978 10 1987) of 10.4 million tonnes.
Combined with the lower production in 1988. primarily as a result of the
d rought, supplh:s (opening stQCks plus production) for the crop year totalled 23.3
million tonnes; a 32% reduction from the 10 year average of 34.2 lni!lion tonnes.
O n-farm closing stocks (July 31 . 1989) of the seven major gmins for all of
Canada were 3.5 million tmmes; a 50% reduction from the prcviou~ year.
Marketing. W~'stern producers' marketing volumes of all grains
were relatively high during this period in 1988 due to the favourable prices;
farmers depleted older stock (some of which had been held for speculative
reasons). Thc 1988/89 wheat sales for all of Canada totalled 14.7 million tonnes,
dose to two-thirds of s..11es volumes in each of the previous years. Sales of all
grains totalled 25.5 million tonnes in 1988/89, a reduction 0(26% from the 34.3
million to nnes marketed in 1987/ 88.
Livestock. T he 19S8 drought rcsu lted in dry pastures, poor hay and
feed prod uction and shortages of W'dter for stock in some arcas. particular[y the
sollthern Canadian prairies and northcm Grea! Plains. On the Canadian prairies
there was some movement of C<lttie 10 more northern areas where moisture
conditions wcre more favoura ble.
Canadian beef prices are strongly affected by U.S. market
inf1uenc(.'S and remained low in 1988 (partially due to the slrength oftlte
Canadian dollar). When combined with high domestic feed costs brought on by
the d rought. these low prices resulted in lower profits to producers. However, it
appears that the various government drought programs helped ameliorate some
of thc effect s of drought on the cattle sector,l
Feed costs for hog producers also rose, but stabilization plans
helped offset some of the losses. Hog numbers were maintained throughout
1988. f(,-cd costs for supply managed commodities (poultry, dai ry) were passed
on to consumers in higher prices, so these sectors were not significant ly afTected.
Incomes. Despite the increases in gross receipts for the crops sector,
particularly in SaskatcheWan, much of the increase came out of 1987
production, resulting in decreases ill provincial nel i ncome (calculation based on
production, rdther than sales) in [988. If provincial net incomes arc calculated
with government program payments included, M:mitoba showed net fanu
income losses of 50% and $askmch(.'Wan 78% (over 1987 figures). Crop farm
bankruptcies increased slightly in 1988, but partial hlame can be attributed to
low crop prices of yea~ preceding 1988.
AdjlJSled Farm .Mal1agement. Farmers were surveyed to delermine
what information they needed 10 make adjustmt'nts to drought conditions.
Information concerriing herbicide cffectiveness in dry conditions was rated mosl
I For cornplele , ,",view of droughl prO!:/lIm
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important, with interest in new tillitge, seeding and fertilization pmctices a lso
being important.
Global production alld inventories. World wheat production in
1988/89 wa~ estimated at 501.2 million tonnes, similar to the estimated 501.7
million tonm..'s produced in 1987/ 88. The less than thrce month world supply of
wheat 2 indicated the tightest world wheat carryover since the early 1970s.
The 1988/ 89 whe'll production by the five main exportcrs, Canada,
AU~ lralia. Argentina, the United Statcs and UlC European Economic Community
([!EC) declined by 8% from the previous year to 162 million lonnes, due mainly
to thc North American drought. Production by the other whetlt producing
cou ntrics increased,
Prices. As the cffects of drought bec.'1me apparent carly in the
summer of 1988, prices responded to low production <lnd inventories with sharp
increases. However, the agricultural program competition bctW\,'C1l the U.S. and
EEC may havc prevcnted prices from reaching truer "market values."
5. tMI'ACrS Of" TIlE 1988 DROUGH T ON FORESTRV · SASKATCIIF.WAN ANI)
MflNrrOBA

Allhough forestry contribu tes less than 1% to thc total gross domestic product for
Manitoba nnd Saskatchewan, it is an imporw.nt sector economically and socially
in localized atcas in northern (boreal) regions which depend on employmcm and
business opportunities from forestry. The drought of 1988 occurred less
uniformly across the commercial forest region of Saskatchewan and Manitoba
than in the agricultural region; western Saskatchewan forests were little affected,
while the Saskatchewan-Manitob:l border and southeastern Manitob.1 had the
worst drought conditions.
A crude cstimate of growth losses, based on comparison with interregional difTercn'~cs in climate and productivity, pointed to II total loss of timber
production on the order of millions of cubic metcrs. This loss would be
concemrated on well drained sites, with wetter sites being bufferet.l against the
effects o f below average precipitation by the pre1lence of the water table. The
economic impact of the loss of timber production may not be obvious in the
shorter run, as final harvtsts dcpend on growth over many years, not on the
growth of any onc year.
Mortality due to drought is more likely in seedlings lhall ill
cslablishcd stands. in Manitoba, mortality mtcs in plantations were 20% above
normal in 1988, and damage to nursery seedlings also occulTt:d. In
Saskatchewan, ovemlJ mortality rates were abo ut avcra/,'C, although elevated
mortality could have occurred in specific regions.
Damage by stress from hcat alldJ or lack of moi~ture is diilicult to
sepamte from other factors, such as disease or inst.'Ct damage, especially since
Z A three mOlll h worlJ supply of wh~M ~~ clll1~iderrd 3dequ atl' ill terms of
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some disease and insect damage could be drought-induced. Outbreaks of forest
tent caterpillar a nd spruCC bud worm involved timber losses of millions of cubic
metres and may have been fostered in part by the warm, dry conditions or the
latc 1980s.
torest fi res are the most visible effect of dry weather on forests .
Forest (ire incidence was high in Manitoba in 1988, with 982 fires reported. TIIC
area of burn was also high in 1988 "t almost 0.5 million ha, and (ire
management COSIS reached $24 million in 1988. Fire conditions actually
worsened in 1989 because of the lingering drought conditions in the fall and
winter of 1988 (3.0 million ha burned in 1.1 19 fires leading 10 fire management
e."(penscs of $60-65 million in 1989).
SaskatchL'wan c,xpcrienced 980 forest fires in 1988. The total
num ber afforest fi res was higher in 1988 than al any time (since 19 (8). except
1987. However, the area burned (8 1,000 ha) was less than the long-term average
of 130,000 ha per year. The 1988 volume of burn at 2.2 million m 3 was much
lower than thc 7.5 million m3 burned in 1987. Fire figh ting costs were high in
bOlh 1987 and 1988 at $33.9 million and $31.8 million.
6. IM PACTS OF THE 1938 DItOUGlll' ON WAT ER

RESOURCES· SASK ATCUEWA N AND MANITOBA

Surface Hydrology. All water supply sectors ranging from farm supply to
hyd roelectric rese rvoirs were alTcctcd by the 1988 d rought. The d rought affected
the entire prairic drainagc basin except an area from the Quill Lakcs to L.ake
Manitoba. More than 50% of the boreal forest region was also alTected. These
impacts included inflow to the provinces and the flow of water within
Saskatchewan and Manitoba .
Two large areas of Saskatehe\yan were heavily affected by drought
in 1988. Much of the agricultural area of Saskatchewan had annual water now
volumes less than 500k of nonnal (Figure 2). TIle second drought zone covered
the area from Shell Lake to Prince Albert along a line north of the
Saskatchewan River to Winnipegosis in Manitoba and north to Reindeer Lake
in Saskatchewan and then over to just include Lac La Runge. Three areas of
Saskatchewan had moderatelyaffccted stream flow (5 1- 100% of normal): areas
around Este rha:t.y / Welwyn, Lloydminslerj Saskatoonl Prince Albert, and
C um berland House.
ApproximateLy 75% of Saskatchewan (by area, SQuth or 58° N) was
affectcd by drought. Thirty-sevell percent of the hydrometric stations broke a
record for lowest flows. The mean volume was 60 to 70% of normal volumc.
Three zones of Manitoba were heavily affected by drought in 1988
(Figure 2). In the south, the drought zone included most of agricultural
Manitoba, extelldillg north of 520 N in thc cast. The second drought area
extended from norlhern Saskatchewan along a line from Prince Albert to La
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l ocation of 1988 drought based upon annual streamflow
Saskatchewan - Manitoba
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FIOURE 2. Annual ~Ircam now volumes, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. (91;1\ (cxprcsj;cQ as a
pt:rCCnl<ij,'C of normal). Data oourcc: Inland Waten; Difl"(;loratr 19~9

Ronge into Manitoba about the th ird of the way across the province and
northward past Reindeer Lake. 'Ille third area was south of Hudson Bay close to
the Ontario border.
About 25% of Manitoba's area had stream flows less than 50% of
normal. About 35% of Manitoba was affected by water nows of 51 to 100% of
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normal. Twenty-five percent of the stations broke a record for lowest Oows. The
mean flow volume was between 50 to 60% of normal.
Recommendations for fu rther work ineluded developing
mechanisms to incorporate long-term issues, such as d rought and sustainable
development, inlo water managcmem decisions and policy development.
Groundwater. Groundwater is a critically important resource for
Saskatchewan and Manitoba residents. Scvcra l aquifers in Saskatchewan have
been declining during the 19805. T his decline is partly in respouse to the dry
climatic conditions that have occurred throughout much of the 1980s. The wells
at shallow depths in southern Saskatchewan exhibited decreasing trends since the
early to mid 1970s and record low values for 1988. Wells at intermediate depths
show varying trends. Wells that arc completed at a deeper level (greater than or
equal to 100 m) show some signs of slow declines in water levels.
Groundwater levels in most of Manitoba remained fairly stable
ovcr the period of record. Thc only area with a continuous downward trend is
the southeastern corner, with a d rop of three metres over 15 years. Some record
low levels were recorded by November, 1988.
Some groundwater supply problems continued into 1989 in both
provinces. However, the degree to which the 1988 drought is rclatl.'d to these
problems is questionable. Several recommendations afe made including-an
improvement of the understanding of the relationship between climatic raetors
and ground water levels; investigation of the nature, direction and causes of
trends of levels; and further investigation of the relationship between wetland
drainage and ground water levels.
T he year, 1988, and indeed, the 19805 have provided an excellent
test case to assess the relationship between severe d rought and drought sequences
on groundwater quantity and quality. This "natural experiment" of 1988 and
indeed the 1980s should be taken advantage of in fm ther work to improve the
understanding of the ground water resource.
Economic Aspects. This discussio n covers aggregate water !\upply
issues and primary non-industrial uses such a~ home (domestic) consumption.
Many rural water supply problems occurred on the prairies during 1988, some of
which were critical. The Saskatchewan government increased funding to the
Saskatchewan Water Corporation by $8.5 million for d rought relief projects. The
Saskatchewan Water Corporation rt'CCived record requests for assistance in 1988.
Test drilling i ncrea~ed to 1,246 in 1988 from 663 in 1987; rccipients of well
assistance for deep and shallow wells numbered 2,855. Community well
a~sistancc increased to 29 in 1988 fro m 20 in 1987. Recipients of dugouts and
small storage reservoirs increased almost ~n-fold (04..1 69. Assistance for farm
dugout pu mping almost doubled in 1988 over 1987 levels. Assistance for
individual irrigation projects also increased. Programs receiving additional (unds
were intended to add ress short-term water supply problems as well as to meet
requirements for long-term drought mitigation measures.
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The Manitoba Water Services Board's long-term drought
mitigation fWlds ill 1988/89 were incrca~ed fmm the initial alloc..'l.tion of
$650,000 to $2.25 million. Requests for ,lSSistance in dugout filling in Manitoba
increased from 62 in 1986, to 109 in 1987, and to 504 in 1988 (compared to
4,169 in S;u;katchewan in 1988 for dugouts and small storage reservoirs).
The hot, dry we:nher in spring and carly summer of [988 led to
increased water consumption rates for many prairic cities. For example. the watcr
consumption rates of the City of Winnipeg increased to tI point that voluntary
restrictions were imposed for lawn watcring. While the increased consumption
prompted some additional operating expL'1lSCS. tlle..~e were considerably less than
the $3.155 million of additional n.-ven ues generated from user fC\!s. A number of
complaints were received by the city regarding water quality.
Funding for the Rural Water Devclopment Program of the Prairie
Farm Rehabilitation Administration was $24 million in 1988/89 (versus $7
million in 1987). This included $ 18.87 million for on-farm projttts and $5. [I
million for rural community and group projects. The largest proportion of
federal funding for on-farm projects went to Alberta (52.8%) and Saskatchewan
(38.2%); the remaining 9% was dispensed to Manitobans.
7. IMPACTS 01' 1 HE. 19118 DROUGIrr wA1·ERFOWI ....SASK ..:rcIl EwAN AND
MAN ITOUA

Waterfowl and their habitat suffered extremc losses because of the dry climate of
the 1980s. Droughts decreased the num ber of wetlands: for July. 1988 the
number of ponds counted in Saskatchewan and Manitoba was below 50% of
normal. A 160/0 decrease (from the 1955·87 average) in the ovcmlJ number of
ducks was also documented during the 1980s. The increased incidence of
waterfowl disease may have been reliltcd to dry conditions and resul tant
crowding.
The drought of 1988 was one of severnl factor:; producing a
cumulative negative impact on the habitat or matly migratory bird species.
Sinulnrly, habitat availability is one of many factors responsible for the continual
reductions in migratory bird pennil sales since the mid ~ 1 970s. While this treod \0
reduced permit sales decreases hunting pressure on declining bird populations, it
a l ~o results in less revenue from permit sales and from the substantial
experlditures related to hunting.
Losses in hunting expenditures during 1988 were estimated at $2.0
million in M anitoba and $2.3 million in SaskalchcW".1Il ( 1987 dollars) for rcsidcnl
hunters only. However, thc.se losses in permit sales and / or hunting expenditures
cannot be attributed to Ihe drought alone (other conlribu ting factors include
income and price levels. employment. changing prefcrences. demographic trends,
etc.).
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Finally, the 1988 drought had an indirect elIect of reduci ng the
level of watcn owl damage on crops by enabling an early, short harvest in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan .

8.

IMPAcrs O F "["tI B 19:88 OROUGHT ON FI S HI': RI I~ S ~ SASKATCHEWAN AND

MAN ITOBA

Drought can affect fish populations by reducing habitat availability and quality,
affcr:ting not only fish survival but also their re productive capability and growth
rates. rn bolll sport fisheries and commercial fisheries. the potential impact of a
drough t would not likely appear until the year when the class spawned in 1988
reaches harvestable size, unless fish kills are significant.
Fish kills in the southern lakes of the two provinces occur almost
annually. Therefore, both provinces have "drought proofmg" programs in place.
The programs generally include yearly restocking, aeration programs and snow
removal. Neither Saskatchewan nor Manitoba appeared to have cltperiem:ed
above normal expenditures for wi ntcrkill prevention or for water body restocking
during 1988.
The 1988 resident license sales in Saskatchewan were 146,494 and
n on~resident sales were 20,145. Resident recreational fL~hing license sales in
Saskatchewan have been decreasing sillcc the early 19808, while non-resident
sales have been increasing. The reduced sales of the former are possibly linked to
the depressed fa rm economy that prevailed even prior to the 1988 d roughl.
Angler Iicen~ sales were also down in Manitoba in 1988/ 89. Non-resident license
sales at 32,44 1, were thought to have declined because drougbt in tbe United
States reduced fishing trips by U.S. residents to Manitoba fishing lodb'CS. The
precise reduction due to d rought could not be established for nOll-resident
licenses, and it could not be established whether red uced resident sales could be
attri buted to the drought.
Commercial fISh in Saskatchewan and Manitoba, as well as
Albena, Northwest Territories and Northwestern Ontario are marketed by the
federal crown corporation, the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation (FFMC),
situated in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Total commercial production in this area in
1988/ 89 increased by a small factor of 4% over 1987/ 88. Preliminary estimates
indicated reduced profits in 1988/ 89 in comparison to the previous year's record,
but tbcsc losses were not directly related to the drought.

9.

IMPACTS 01'" TIIF. 1988 O ROUOHT ON R I:: C R ~ATlON rroURI S M

- SASKAT CH EWAN AND MANITOBA

As in many of the sectors, many other factors as well as weather and climate
alTect tourism and recreation participation and performance. for example, bOlh
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, as well as surrounding regions, sutTered from slow
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economic growth prior to the 1988 drought, which could have negatively affected
tourism and rccreauon.
Canada experienced a record travel deficit in 198H as the result of
increased Canadian visits to the U.S. and decreased U.S. visits to Canada, with
the strengthening Canadian dollar playing a major role. The drought in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan may have also reduced the attraction of these
provinces to U.S. residents. ' nlC drought in the north central U.S. also may have
redtu.:cd demand for travel.
Summer travel patterns in 1988 were comparable to those in 1986
in both Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In Manitoba, both resid~nt travel within
provlnce and visits from out of province increas(.:d slightly in 1988. In
Saskatchewan, resident travcl also increased slightly while visits from other pariS
of Canada increased significantly between 1986 and 1988. Numbers of United
States residents entering both Manitoba and Saskatchewan declincd in 1988
from 1987, but numbers of visits from residents of other countries increased.
TIle Canadian Tourism Research Institute blamed the drought and
ilS effects on the economics of Manitoba anu Saskatchewan for the close to zero
or negative growth in the gross domestic product of the tourism industry in both
provinces. The decline in sales of sporting goods and in some types of
conSlruction w(lrk related to recreation, is an indication of the effect of the
depressed economy on some aspects of recreation.
Camping and park elltry reven ues increased by a small amount in
Manitoba in J988. The largest increase was in camping revenue in the Whiteshcll
n.'giOIi (situated close to Winnipeg). The early spring and warm dry weather over
the summer gave greater opportunities fot participating in camping and parkbaseJ activities, including swimming, hiking, NC. Also local lr'.1vel may be
substituted for lonbocf distance travel (tourism) when eCQnomies enter downturns.
Total entry pe(mits to the Saskatchewan parks system also
increased by a small amount in 1988. T he number of camping permits and
permits days Issued has, however, beel\ declining since 1984.
10. IMPACTS OF T HEI988 DKOUGllT O;-.r TltANSPOKTATION

While the quantity of water available in rivers and lakes affects navigability, the
1988 drought did not seriously affect the navigurion of any major waterways in
Canada. Therefore, lhis section discusses only transportation issues related to
changes in shipping volumes as a consequence of drought.
l onnage of the slx principal grains loaded at all porlS declined by
24.2% in the first half of the 1988/ 89 crop year, compared to the previous year,
ilnd then by 49.4% in the second ball' of the year. Total loads for 1988/ 89 of
20. 109 million tOllnes were 36,8% [ower than the 31.8 million tonnes the year
before. Thundcr Bay experienced the largest load reduction. of 46.5%, to 7.927
million lonnes. We!it Coast ports showed a 28.3% redur.:tion in 1988/89, to
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12. 18) million tonnes. Canadian Pacific Railway's 1988/K9 grain car loads were
only 55.3% of the previolls period's loads. Canadian National Railway's loads
were 70.9% of those for 1987.
Grain shipments through the Ports Canada system were reduced by
18% in 1988 from 1987 dow n to 26 million tonnes. Increased shipment of other
commodities en abled a small increasc in overall ton nage.
Divisional ports administered by the Canadian Ports Corporation,
C'tperienccd a 41 % decli ne in grain shipments in 1988, with a lotal of 1.6 million
tonnes. Both grain shipments and total volumes declined at Thunder Bay in
1988, by 16% and 24%, respectively. The lack of grain was expected 10 affect
from 600 to 900 workers, and also added to the concerns of Ihe long-term fu ture
or the Thunder Bay I Seaway ro ute for grain transportation.
II. IMI'ACT S OF TH E 1988 DROUG HT ON ENeRGY SI\S KATC l lfiWA N AND
MANITOIlA

In 1988 hydroeleclrical power generation comprised 62% of all power b'Cneralioo
in Canada, and 94% and 18% of power generation in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, respectively. In more "normal"" years hydroelectric power
comprises up to 98% of Manitoba's power generation, Manitoba Hydro began
experiencing the cftects of drought in 1987. By the end of the 1987/88 fiscalycar
the corpor<ltion had accumulated a net expense of $ 18.5 million, with drought
considered as the major contributing factor. Costs of increased fossi l fuel
consumption and power pureh,L~s frOIll other sources accounted for almost 500;b
of the incrcase in expenses (before finance expenses). Hydroelcctrical generation
dropped from a record 24 billion kWh in 1 9K6 / ~7 10 18 billion kW h in 1987/88
and then to 15.2 billion kWh in 1988/ 89 (a 36.7% reduction between 1986 and
1988). Surplus encrgy availablc for export declined, with the conscquence that
e.. . pOrt sales revenue dropped 10 $31. 1 million in 1988 / 89, a 72 .6% reduction
from 1986/ 87. Revenue fr(lm Manitoba customers increa~ed from $508 milliOn
in 1987/ 88 to $569 million in 1988/89. I\. net income loss of $26.4 million \V'J.S
registered. Reserves were reduced from the 1986/87 high orSD7.) million tn
$92.4 million in 1988/ 89.
The m~jori ty of Saskatchewan's ekclrical energy is Ihermal
generated. T he drough t increased Ihe proportion of thermal generation as well as
the volume of energy imports. l-"lIel, water and purchased elcctricity costs
increased by 28.9% from 1987, to $ 125 million in 1988, primll rily due to the
decline in hyd roelectric energy production and to an increase in total system
energy. Net income before finance charges was $272 million. a I ).~% increase
from 1987. While the drought caused a reduction in Sask Powcr hydroelectrical
generation, as well as opcftltional problems at thc Roundary Dam thermal power
station, SaskPower did not appear to suffer the same magnitUde of economic
repercussions as Manitoba Hyd ro.
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'111C gas utility of SaskPowcr cxperienced a 2.6% reduction in
revenue between 1987 and 1988, to $298 million. While this revenuc loss was not
related to the drought itself, it was however, primarily associated with the mild
1987/ 1988 winter.
Saskoil's J988 net revenue increased to $92.9 million, a 4%
increase from [987 nct revenues. More ~"U bstantial growth in net revenue was
constrained primarily by lower selling plices of crude oil in 19X8, and not by
drought.
12. IM PACTS OF TH E 1988 DROUGHT ON OTHE.R
INDUSTRIES. SASKATCH EWAN AND MANIT OHA

Drought impacts arc presented in three parts: impacts on those industries that
are water-based; those which may have been affected by input availability and / or
cost of production changes; and thooe which may have e.xpcrienccd changes in
demand for thcir product. Data restrictions prevented a complete analysis, so
only ~pecific cases were examincd. Casc studies, which revealed somc incn:ased
costs of production, included Labatts (filtration eosts rose 20%), J. E. Seagrams
and Sons, Ltd. (increased grain costs), McCains and Carnation Foods (disrupted
vcgctable sources).
Industries experiencing reduced product demand include Inland
Cement's and Lafarge Canada's rural cement sales, and agribusinesses dealing in
herbicide sales (e.g.• C hipman's, although MOJl~anto showed an increase in sales
of pre-emergeJlt~) and f3 rm machinery. Industries which were nOt affected
negatively include Saskoil, Campbell's Soup, Manitoba Sugar, and Potash
Corporation of Saskatchewan (other fe rtilizer p roducers may have suffered
tosses).
13. ECONOMIC IM PACT ANA I .YS1S

The economic trends ou tlined above can be used tQ develop Il1 ea~ures of dil"l.."'Ct
and indirect econo mic impacts on the various regions of Saskatchewan and
Manitoba and on the entire Canadian economy. Input-output (1-0) models were
used to estimate lhc provincial multiplier effects of changes in consumer and
government expenditures and product exports (direct impacts only) related to the
1988 d rought.
The multipliers were 1.3 for Manitob..1. and 1.6 for Saskatchewan; in
thc case of Saskatchewan, for example, every $1 of direct expenditure in the
region (due to di rcct responses to d rought) generates an additional $.60 of
activity in the other sectors in the region.
These multipliers are quite low for a "dosed " model, but reflect the
open nature of the n.:souree sectors affected by drough t; that is, much of the
product (e.!:., agricultunll commodities, hyd roe[ectricnl power, potash) is
exported, so further spi n-offs are nOI substantial.
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More surp ri~ing than the low multipliers is the positive direction of
drought effects on Ule cconomy. Thc only sectors with net negative effects are
fishing/ hunting and potash manufacturing in Saskatchewan and hogs,
vegetables, forestry, and fishing in Manitoba. In the drought.-stricken crops
sectors, production losses were tremendous, but these were offset by increased
prices and government compensation. Similarly, caule producers were
compensated through special drought programming a nd stabilization packages.
Sectors like hydroelectrical power genemtion showed increased purchases of
power to meet contmcts, but also showed net increases in sales.
The high level of a,ggregatioll in the models is somewhat
problematic in that some loserS are not highlighted (e.J:" farm equipment
salespeople). Also complicating interpretation of the re.<;ulls are· the unquantified
losses,. such as the loss ill forest productivity (particularly in Saskatchewan) due
to the largc number of forest fi res.
While these n:sullS must be presented with serious reservations
atlached, the resultS do illustrate that many of the multiplier effects of losses (0
the agricultural sector were attenunted by higher commodity prices and
government programming. Much of this programming is relatively pemlanentiy
in place, e.g., stabilizalion and insumnce programs, supply management.
Furthermore, some sectors benefit from drought :lnd related weather events;
while fishing revcnues may dee~ne, rct.-eational expenditures (t.g., for water·
ooscd recreatiou, where the water is plentiful) may increase; as farme rs cull
herds, slaughtcring facilities benefit; as crop inventories are depleted (in response
to high prices) transportation faci lities benefit (in the short-run; in the follow ing
crop year, inventories will be low).
14. NEWSPAPER ARTtCLES I\ND TH F.O ROUGII TOF 19811

Newspapcr articles indicate the level of public awareness reganling adverse
conditions such as those related to thc 1988 drought. The newspapers started to
run articles about the dry conditions in the late spring of 1987. llle peak of
drought-related articles occurred in J une, 1988 when the prairie rq,.-iol1
expcrienced the extreme hOl spell. The llrtides were numerous and freq ul.llt.
T he majority of these reports covered the agricultural concerns. A
fewer number of rcport'\ carricd information on effects on fIsh, wildlife and
industries. The articles reflected the diverse nature of the numerous drought
impact" and thc high level of concern regarding the- drought.
15. CONCLUS IONS

Recurnmt droughts arc a major soun:e of risk and uncertainlY, especially for
agriculture ,md Olher water dependent sectors. The 1988 drought reaffirmed this
statement, Recurrent droughts fire a characteristic of the prairie dimate. The
consequences of the 1988 drought were numerous, severe, and faJ'ranging.
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Climate, ellvironment and socioeconomic imcractioos, 1988 drollghl

White agriculture is one of Ine most drought sensitive areas of human activity,
such climatic anomalies have wider environmental imp~ cations. This study has
documented many aspects of theclimatc-e:nvironmcnt-socioeconomic inlemctions
of Ihe 1988 drought, making lISC of a natural 'experiment' to explore these
relationships.
Interaction models are used to portray impacts a~ joint products of
the relationship between climate and society; similar climatic variations can
produce different impacts under different sels of social conditions. In turn, a
given social condition can determine the level of vulncr<lbi lily (If a society 10
climatic anomalies (Figure 3).
The 1988 drought's potential effects wcre attenuated by
socioeconomic conditions. Many of these conditions arose from past experiences
with drought; for example. current crop varieties and cropping technOlogies result
in higher yields during drought than could be .. thieved in previolls dccades.
Other socioeconomic conditions stem from past adversities of other ki nds; grain
and livestock stabilization programs, crop insurance, and ad boc interventions
such as the drought relief progmms all renect society's current willingness to
assist adversely aITectcd ind ustries.
NeveTl hel ~s. the 1988 drought still caused considemble stress in
subseetors of the Saskatchewan and Manitoba economies. As lor the 1930s
droughts. the 1988 drought struck agriculturally dependent economics that were
already weakened by years of low commodity prices, Unfortunately, this also
resulted in stress to the very programs and policics tbat helped mitigatc the
effects of the 19B8 drought; on-going programs continued to run deficits and the
will to provide more ad hoc compens.1tion was weakened . '111e stresses of 1988
should lead us to the design of even better mitigation and adaptation str.ltcgics
for the next climatic disaster.
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REPLY TO COMMENTS ON THE APPLICABILITY OF GCM
ESTIMATES TO SCENARIOS OF GLOBAL WARMING IN THE
MACKENZIE VALLEY AREA
In a recent issue of the Climatological Bulletin, two researchers from the
Canadian Climate Centre (Cohell, 1992; Etkin, 1992) bave commented upon
certain portions of Stuart and Judge (199 1). We are grateful to them for tbeir
interest in our work and grateful to the editor of this journal for the opportunity
to respond.
We would first point out that neither response to our paper seems
to be questioning the scientific resuhs of our study. We are all apparently agreed
that the application of these GCM's to the Mackenzie Valley area will result in
large errors. What seems to be at issue is whether or not these errors are
sufficient to disqualify these GCM simulations as scientific tools for regional
impact studies in the Mackenzie Valley area. In responding to this question it is
our hope that those who use scientific tools such as GCM's to address socioeconomic or policy questions will better understand the concern of the scientific
community that these tools be used with appropriate consideration of their
strengths and weaknesses.
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(n res ponse to Cohen's question "Should impacts research wait fol'
certainty?" we would point out that certainty is flever achieved - either in GeM
development or in any other scientific area for that matter. Our l,:nowledge of the
physical world is encapsulated in hypotheses or theories which are always subject
to verification by observations. Any scientific theory may be rejected if
mea<;urements show tllat it is not in agreement with those aspects of the physical
world that the theory is allempting to explain. Conscquently, all hypotheses can
only be tentatively and conditionally accepted. New Observations may always
come to light in fUlme studies which will overturn even the most widely accepted
theorics.
Progress in science is achieved by the development of theories or
hypotheses and their subsequent testing by experiment. Observations show where
a theory is inadequate and ollen suggest how the theory might be improved.
Theories, on the otber hand, ollen result in the design of observational
procedures that have not been tried before. A theory gains a considerable d~>rec
of credibility if il anticipates experimental res ults that arc subsequently
corroborated by independent observations. In this context, the comparison of
theory and observations, which was the aim of our paper, is part of a
funda mental scientific process.
General Circulation Models are scientific tools of great complex.ity.
Their value lies in their ability to simulate many large-scale features of the global
climate system a<; demonstrated by a comparison of actual and simu.lated
clinllltes. The fonnula tion of the model equations represents the scientific
hypothesis which is compared with the observed climate th rough the IxC02
scenario run of the model. Based on the results of these comparisons, the
bypolhesis is modiiied, and mote comparison teslS are run. As a result of this
iterative process, the modcl is made 10 more closely resemble the actual climate
as dctermined by observations. Hansen el 01. (1983) provide a detailed
description of this process of testing and correction that went into the
development of their model. In the context of our paper, it mllst be empha~ i led
that these pmcedurcs are applied to the global climate and ilS large scale features.
Smaller scalcs such as the Mackenzie Basin are not incl uded in tbe fine luning
process of GeM development. Therefore, even if the model is successfu l in
simulating large scale featu res of the global climate, it does nol necessarily follow
that the model can be used for smaller scales.
It should also be noted that many of the "uownstream" models that
apply GeM output to specialized impact studies arc also well regarded scientific
tools that have been developed with a similar degree of rigour and precision. For
ex.ampJe, we are aware that mallY permafrost models are based on heat transfer
algorithms that have been subjected to detailed verification and sensitivity tests
ba~ed on high quality observational programs. In their application to climate
change studies, however, these models are only as good as the hypothetical
climates employed - climates that are drawn largely from the output of GCM '5.
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In order to retain their scientific credibility. GCM's should be
applied within the rigorous scientific principles that have served as the basis for
their development. As we have previously argued, these principles insist that two
complementary elements must always be present in any scientific acitivity. First,
there must be the development of a theory or hypothesis which encapsulates our
understanding of some aspect of the physical universe: and secondly, there must
be objective testing of this hypothesis whieh is based on quantitative observations
of whatever it is that we arc attempting to explain. GCM's serve as the scientific
hypothesis and provide the context in which observations may be understood
and explainl.'<i, as well as the philosophical springboard from which scientists
attempt to extend our knowledge. Independent observations provide the only
legitimate cheek on these speculations. Hypotheses which are inconsistent with
observations must be rejected and modified hypotheses advanced.
Dl!Cause of the exhaustive tests and calibrations that have gone into
GCM development, we believe Illat these models qualify as legitimate scientitic
tools insofar as large features of the global climate are concerned, although it
should be noted in passing that this view is not unanimously held within the
scientific community. If these tools are now to be applied to smaller seales,
similar comparisons with actual climate conditions must be carried out. Our
paper, which represents only thc first step in this process, simply places maps of
the IXC02 climate and actual climate norms for the Mackenzie Valley in the
same figure. A more complete study would include a quantitative error analysis
of the model climates fmrn which one could makc an estimate of the uncertainty
levels of model projections for this region. Without such studies there is no
scientific basis to use GCM's at these scales since the essential comparison
betwcen the actual climatc and its simulation is absent. Our study, while
admittedly insufficient, is useful sim:e it shows the very large errors of these
models at regional scales. Wc bclieve that if a careful, rigorous error analysis of
thc control climatcs were carried ou t, the magnitude of the errors might well be
comparable with the magnitude of the climate signal from doubled
concentrations of carbon.<Jioxide that the model is intended to simulate. Under
such cireumstanct'S, GCM projections of climate change could only be used in
regional scale impact studies if these projections were accompanied by the very
large confidcnce intervals that these regional scale errors would imply. We believe
that the recognition of these uncertainties in climate change projections would
render regional scale impact studies of little value since, al this scale, tbc
confidence interval associated with the nl.'W climate would span current climate
conditions as well as a wide range of other alternative climatic conditions. It is
for this reason that we believe that the regional application of the models tested
in our paper is premature.
Even if OU f views are seen us too restrictive, however, it is a clear
violation of basic sciemUtc principles to apply these models as if regional scale
errors did not exist or were of little conscquence. We are firmly of the view that
the ermrs need to be acknowledged and their implications tor any downstream
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impact studies quantitatively estimated as a mandatory part of these impact
studies. lllis is essential if the scientific credibility of both GCM's and vario\t~
impact models is to be maintained.
The absolute requirement that all scientific hypotheses be tested by
n comparison with the observational record docs not seem to be appreciated by
cither Cohen or Etkin, and this is a maller of some concern, particularly givcn
tile significance aunched to the Mackenzie Basin Impact Study within the
Government's Green Plan. In his letter Cohen states tlml "it is important to
remind ourselves that global warming e..usts as an issue because of tbe GCM
simulations of future climates". We agree, but would contend that so long as the
implic.."ltions of global warming are only based on GeM hypotheses without
reference to appropriate scientific accuracy tests of their validity, tncn his and
other similar impact studies will not be hased on science at all. GeM's represent
one cia<;.\; of hypotbeses of global wanning sciencc. In their simulations of large
sc-ale climate features, GCM's have now advam:ed to the point that they have
been verified by observations, which thus corroborates their val ue as scientific
tools at these scales. At the regional scale, however, model and observations vary
widely, and basic scientific prim.'iples require that the hypothesis for this
particular application must be rejected and imprOVed hypotheses sought.
ll1erc is no substitute for hypothesis testing by careful observations.
One cannot, for example, replace a comparison of theory and obscrV'<ltion with
an intercomparison of various theories as Cohen is apparently doing ("Studie.~
should use more than one global warming scenario ... 1. Furthermore. one
cannot avoid the regional scale discrepancics between theury and observation
simply by calling an hypothesis a ",scenario" instead of a "prediction" a~ Elkin
suggests, Wc reject his contentinn that "11 ;s not possible to provide meaningful
quantitative error bounds on climate predictions"', and would argue instead that
unlcssj untilthe nceessary error analyses are carried out, climate change studies
that employ these hypotheses will have no scicntific ba~is. We note that in the
following sentence of his tetter Elkin goes on to say that "mankind is altering the
climate system of the planet". How could he know that this is tfue if, as he has
just stated, we cannot test the accumcy of the models that we have previously
agreed are the basis for this assertion?
None of our views on this matter should be surprising to the
scientific community, many of whom are· now actively involved in studies to
reduce the uncertainties in climatic projections on the regional scale. In
particular, the Cnnadian portion or the Global Energy and Wmer Cyclc
Experiment (GEWEX) project has selected the Mackenz.ie Basin as the foclL~ for
its studies, a.nd may be e-<pccted to make many important scientific contribuiions
over the next sever.u years. These achievements may be expected to rcdu<.:c the
uncertainties associat.cd with GeM's for this particular area.. bu t the.o;e
uncertainties will never be completely removed, and they must always be
carefully CODsidered in lIny impacts application. It should go without ~ying that
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impacIS st udies that proceed before Ihesc uncertainties arc reduced should not
ignore these crrors either.
Unfor tunately, il would appear that many impact studies are going
forward without much regard for thesc important scientific principles. Impacts
research in the Macken7.ic Valley and elsewhere is supportoo because society has
recognizcd Ihat such studies are necessary and useful. Impacts researchers must
use and carcfully justify whatever GeM output or other information they think
appropriate in these studies. TIICY cun neither ignore the large errors inhercllt in
GCM simulation of rcgional scale climates nor assume, without scientific
justification. that one may "cancel out" these errors by subtracting/ dividing
2xCD2 and [xCD! grid point values of teOlpemture/ precipitation. Unless the
error levels of thc modcls are explicitly acknowlcdged throughout tbe impact
studies, no one may claim that these impact studies have allY scicntilic basis since
the fundamemal requirements of scientific investigations have been ignored .
Policy makers should understand that the results of regional scale studies which
do not consider the limitations of the scientific 1001s used must be regarded a.~
untested and speculative theoretical constructs which mayor may not be
representative of what changes in climate might actually occur. Furthermore, by
fa iling to acknowledgc the large errors inherent in applying curcnt GCM
simulations to regional scales such as the Mackenzic Rasin, we can have no idea
of the likely errorS inherent in impact studies that base their projections on these
simulations.
This is the dilemma faced by scientists and engineers in disciplines
other than climatology who are fearful thaI global warming will cause major
changes in the landscape, thc hydrology or the biota. and result in significam
impacts on enginccred stmclures. At present we arc conducting what are largely
sensitivity studie..c; using hypothesized changes in rcgional climates that are known
to be highly uncertain. While these studies enable scientists to identify sensitive
components of nat uml systems, bused on rigorous scientific. principles, it remains
clear that unless the uncertailltic..~ associatcd with thc input climate data are
greatly reduced, the value of tbeir results It) policy makers will remain limited in
lerms of regional planning. We are confronted by potcntially serious societal
impacts as a result of global warming, bu t lack sufficient scientific understanding
of thc relevant processes to adequmely assess their implications on important and
critical regional scales. We need to improve our understanding, and this will be
accomplishcd by standard scicntific procedures - test the model. recogni7.c its
shortcomings and improve it. Nothing is gained by ignoring the limitations of
our present knowledge.
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MODELLING AND SIMULATION
THEME: Modelling Change in Environmental and Socioeconomic Systems
University of Western Australia, 6- 10 December 1993
The Congress incorporates the 10th Biennial Conference of the ModeUing and
Simulation Society of Australia, Inc. MSSA Inc. (formerly SSA Tnc.) is an
affiliatf: of the International Association for Mathematics and Computers in
Simula.tion (IMACS).
The MSSA Inc. is an interdisciplinary society which aims to
promote, develop and assist in the study and practice of all areas of modelling
and simulation in Australia.
There is an emphasis on applied problems, Many of its members
work on environmental, agricultural and socio-economjc methods and
applications, Hence it is natural that the Congress be a joint meeting with the
Interna.tional Society for Ecological Modelling (ISEM) and The International
EnviroIOmetrics Society (TIES), as well as with IMACS,
There will be four Presidential and five Keynote Addresses, These
and many of the paralJel sessions of contributed papers will focus on areas of
common interest to the international societies and participating Australian
societies.
Abstracts due March 8, 1993 , Full papers due August 2, 1993 , For
further information and registration fonns , contact Tony Jakeman, CRES,
Tnstitute of Advanced Studies, Australian National University, Canberra ACT
2601 , Australia, Phone: 61 62494742, Fax: 2490757, Email:
tony@cres.anu.edu.au.
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THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF BIOMETEOROLOGY

TH EME: Adaptations to Global Atmospheric Change and Variability
The Convention Centre, Calgary, Alberta, September 12- 18, 1993.
The International Society of Biometeoralogy announces its 13th Congress, which

will address issues of humans, animals, plants, invertebrates, and
nticroorganisms in relation to climatic change and variability. Interactions related
to health and disease, production and performance, dwellings, arcrutecture,
clothing, energy and transport will all be within the scope of the congress.
We invite you to attend and participate in trus timely and important
international congress. Plans are underway to make the congress a scientifically
and socially rewarding experience. It is not too early to make your plans now for
the thirteenth international congress of biometeorology in 1993.
For further information, please write to:
Dr. N.N. Barthakur,
Secretary, Organizing Committee
Department of Renewable Resources
McGill University - Macdonald Campus
21, III Lakeshore Rd .
Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec
H9X I CO Canada
Phone: (514) 398-7938
Fax: (514) 398-7983
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OGCR STUDENT DAY
The Second Annual C2GCR (Centre for Climate and Global Change Research)
Student Day was held May 4, 1992 at McGill University. At the peak, over 50
students, Centre faculty and visitors were in attendance listening to the
presentations from 26 graduate students (17 Ph. D., 9 M .Sc.) who are being
supervised by ClGCR faculty members. The success and widespread interest of
this event can be measured by the fact that this year there were 9 more
presentations than at last year's inaugural ClGCR Student Day.
Papers were presented in four broad categories: Ocean studies and
the. thermohaline circulation; Clouds and the climate system; Fluxes at the airland interface; and General atmosphere and ocean modelling. Thus the papers

ranged over the air, ocean, ice and land components of the earth associated with
the' Centre. The Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences was
particularly well represented, with 18 of their students giving papers. Four
students rrom the Department of Geography and four rrom the Department of
Renewable Resources completed the program. The abstracts are available as
ClGCR Report No. 92- 7, May 1992.
We were particularly fortunate to have with us as special guests
Brian Bomhold, Monique Leclerc, and Doug Lightfoot. Dr. Bomhold, a
paleoclimatologist and marine earth scientist, has recently been appointed
Director or the Canadian Global Change Program, which is run under the
auspices of the Royal Society 'of Canada. Dr. Leclerc, an expert in land surface
processes and boundary layer meteorology, is a faculty member in the
atmospheric physics group at the Universite du Quebec a Montreal. She cosupervises (with Dr. P. Schuepp) one of the Centre students (Mr. James
Rowland). Finally, Mr. Lightfoot, formerly with Domtar Research and now an

engineering consultant, is currently working with Centre member Dr. Chris
Gr,een on a project which is evaluating the use of energy sources other than fossil
fuels as a means of reducing global warming. Judging from their questions and
interactions with the students, they thoroughly enjoyed the day, and we hope that
they will be able to join us at such future events.
Lawrence A. Mysak
Director, ClGCR
McGill University
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